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'And Finds Santa Fe Has Reason Investigation Recommended of Disposition of Insurrecto Leaders People of New Mexico to Be Believes
That Peace and Quiet Plans For Summer Session of Once Committed Crime Make
to Feel Pleased With
Not to Obey Command
Given Opportunity to Pass
Sugar Manufacturing and
Will Soon Come to SouthMan Calloused; Women,
Archaeologists Are
Them.
of Madero.
on Amendment Clause.
Refining Business.
ern Republic- Remorseful.
Being Made.
Governor Mills has appointed James
P. R. Brown, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Bias Sanchez of Wagou
Mound, Mora county; Albert F.,Men-ger- ,
of Alamogordo, Otero county, and
Oscar T. Toombs of Clayton, Union
'
county, notaries public.
Postoffice Discontinued.
Washington, May 8. The postofflces
at Pena, Taos county, and Pioneer,
Chaves county, have been discontinued.
Voluntary Dissolution.
Papers were filed in the territorial
secretary's office consenting to voluntary dissolution, of the partnership of
Morrow and Tannehill, of Koswell
Chaves county.
Another Postal Savings Bank.
Xew Mexico is to have a third postal
The new bank is to
savings bank.
be at Tucumcari. Silver City opened
such a bank on May 1 and Raton sev'
eral months ago.
Fop the Treasurer.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: Alexander Sandoval, of
Sandoval county, $705.55; B. C. Her
nandez, treasurer of Rio Arriba county, $779.76.; C. A. Browning, treasurer
of Curry county, $625.87 and from
Game and Fish Warden, Thomas P.
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Dr. Edgar I,. Hewett, director of the!
A wonderful genius and true
Washington, D. C, May . With
El Paso, Texa3, May 8. A few
Washington,
May, 8. The house a view to reassuring the people of
of American Archapnlnirv on- - er of tlio human Wnrr rather iVisni
shots were exchanged by the federal j committee on territories today receiv-i- Mexico, Senator
who shows
Rayner of Maryland, thor of numerous papers on Ameri - 'a mediocre playwright
and insurrecto outposts again today
the report of the
retoday introduced a resolution definin-in- can archaeology, anthropology, soeiol - ; lamentable weakness
in
depicting
but orders were issued from headquar- garding statehood for Arizona and
.
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ters to cease firing as an armistice Xew Mexico. The report of the full the
a
lecturer and explorer, is back from Shakespeare, was the Bard of Avon,
in conRepublics
...
, ...
committee probably will be made to
was being arranged.
nection with the enforcement of the vuuiiii. .Auicuca uere hp uireetea tne, shown to Santa Feans Saturday night
the house tomorrow. It will recom- Monroe
Madero Goes to Front.
exploration of the Mayan ruins by a! by Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president
Doctrine..
resolution
The
El Paso, Texas, May 8. The firing mend that statehood be granted both would declare it to be the opinion of party of scientists.
,()f ,he University of New Mexico.
An extensive report covering the j
was renewed at 11 oclock. The feder- territories with the understanding the Senate that the United States has
. Gray's lecture
was on "The
that
Arizona
on
vote
the
recall
again
als were said to have begun the shootno right or purpose to interfere with results of the work will be given to Tragedy of Macbeth," and this work
and
Xew
voters
the
of
provision
that
the public throitgh
the Associated ot Shakespeare's as treated liv Mr
ing. General Madero left headquar- Mexico
be given an early opportunity or disturb the political integrity of Press in
ters for the front to determine whetha, few days.
Speaking of Gray was a convincing Droof that
to change their constitution so that any of the independent republics of the
er his orders had been disobeyed. It
expedition Director Hewett said Shaskespeare is, after all the
western
at
assume
to
or
Hemisphere
great
is believed his officers are taking ad- it may be more easily amendable.
any time any political protectorate that on the whole it has been auite man most Shakespearean students
vantage of his interim for the arrange- Robbing Spanish Americans of Their over them. A second proposed declar- successful despite the fact that the proclaim him, even the great Tolstoi
Guaranties.
ment of an armistice, to begin the atrainy season lasted this year a month
ation reads in part: "While we
notwithstanding.
to The New Mexican.
Special
tack.
the Monroe Doctrine and an- longer than usual and retarded the
This was the Ust lecture in the
work.
Washington, D. C, May 8. The ten nounce our adherence, thereto, the
Watch Fight From El Paso.
series given here in the ' University
Democratic
of
Mormembers
house
Mr.
With
the
Messrs
were
Hewett
United States hereby offers to these
Extension Course, and Library Hall
trust law, was recommended today by El Paso, Texas, May 8. People committee on territories
today re- governments an assurance and guar- ley, Xusbaum and Adams, and all of was rilled
crowded the roofs and house tops in
the house committee on rules.
with well known
Santa
to
the
in
full
Ei Paso and hundreds of people ran ported
antee that their territory shall not be the three were taken down several Feans. Professor
Free List Bill Reached Today.
Rupert F. Asplund
times with the malarial fever. Dr.
to the river side to watch the fighting. favor of admitting Xew Mexico and usurped by the United States."
Arizona to statehood on the terms of
Washington, May 8. The farmers
Hewett escaped however, as he did on presided.
Rebels Move Forward.
Peace Seems Certain.
free list bill will be reached by the
Preceding the lecture. Miss Ross or
the
act.
President
is
Taft
former
enabling
expeditions.
El Paso, Tex., May 8. About 100
recited in her happy
Albuquerque
house late today. Many Republican
Washington, D. (.'., May 8 A disto instruct the governors of both terMessrs.
Morlev and Nusbaum have
rebels moved forward in readiness for
opponents of the bill, armed with the
ritories to include in their proclama- tinct feeling of optimism regarding ths not been seriously ill, however, and style and greatly pleased the audi"The
attack.
Impression is that tions for a
The Ladies' Quartet of this
amendments, have no hope of their
election a call for a Mexican situation pervades adminis- are exnected to leave for this countrv ence.
General Madero's orders have been vote on the state
adoption, but insisted that repudiarecall of the judiciary in tration circles today. The intention the middle of the month and their city sang and furnished the musical
tion of their amendments should pro- disregarded and an engagement is im- Arizona, and a modification of the of President Diaz to retire is believed friends here may expect to meet, them part of the program which was evi
minent.
"
ceed in regular order.
Mrs. Rapp ac
clause governing amendments to the 10 be a" irreslstable step iu the direc- at the end of the month. Mrs. Morley dently appreciated.
Rebel Advance Resumed.
Xew Mexico constitution. Upon the tion of' peace.
is
with
Mr. Morley and has also had companied on the piano.
Taft on Reciprocity,
El Paso, Tex., May. 8. Tho insurDr. Gray then began his lecture on
an attack of the fever.
governors certifying the result of the
Peace Negotiations Resumed.
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great tragedy and for
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president,
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Paso, Texas, May
School of Mines.
Pepper, one of President Taft'fl com- ently being resumed at 12 o'clock, al- mation
both territories to nounced at the Madero headquarters United Stat'es about three weeks and nearly two hours held he close atten- admitting
missioners
in
Cana-da
with
negotiating
The board of trustees of the School
though earlier it had apjwared that statehood is to be issued by the presi- that
peace negotiations would be for- while in New York city and Washing - tion f admirers of the world's greatconcerning reciprocity, has out- the rebels were retiring.
ot Mines at Socorro has elected the
dent. The New Mexico amendment is mally resumed at 4 o'clock this after- ton he delivered several very inter est interpreter of human life.
'
lined
the
president's views on that
following faculty for the ensuing
Spectators Hit by Bullets.
s
to provide that
The lecturer recited passage after
of the legis- noon, the usual meeting place, half esting addresses before large audi
In a letter to John M. Stahl
El Paso, Texas, May 8. Antonio lature
year: President, E. A. Drake; profes subject
may submit any amendments way between Juarez and the insurrec- ences on the Mayan ruins and other passage from the great tragedy and
of
Chicago,
legislative
of
the
agent
sor of geology and mineralogy, Fred
Garcia, watching the fight near the to the constitution to be voted on six to camp.
topics of interest. The lecturer illus- then commented on them.
Farmers National Congress.
United States immigration station, months after the adjournment of the
erick P. Paul; professor of mathemat
Of chief interest, no doubt, was Dr.
trated them with many slides made
One
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the
first
to
be
"No
arranghas
demand
things
been pressed more was struck in the head
ics, L. C. Walker; professor of civil
by a bullet.
legislature, and after four weeks pub- ed is an armistice to cover the Chi- from photos by Mr. Xusbaum, the ca Gray's comparison of the two leading
and determinedly by the
persistently
The same bullet hit a woman in the lication in English and Spanish in one huahua district and
engineering, B. K. Coghlan; professor farmers of the
characters, Macbeth himself and his
perhaps other sec- niera artist of the expedition.
country, and especialof chemistry, George I. Kemmerer;
Upon his return here Mr. Hewett wife, Lady Macbeth.
These two
the farmers of the middle west, arm, slightly wounding her. The s paper in each county. Only a ma- tions.
ly
public school in the Northwestern jority of those voting shall be necesregistrar, Miss Anne W. Fitch.
plunged right into work early this characters in themselves show the rethan that for free lumber. It was
in Sight.
Tranquility
of
El
Paso
was dismissed for the sary to ratify such an amendment. For
part
Inspected Schools.
El Paso, Texas, May S. The resi- morning before many other people markable difference in the character
frankly understood that
free lumday, but had not been hit by bullets. twenty-fivSuperintendent J. E. Clark of the ber was meant lumber by
years no amendment shall dents of Juarez awoke today to find were beginning their breakfast. He of man and woman.
from
imported
Several bullets struck the United be proposed except by
s
department of public instruction, in- Canada," since
had been spared a nightmare of was seen in the school's rooms In the
the Dominion
Before the murder, Macbeth shows
is States
of the legislature to make an educa- they
spected the local schools Friday and and must continue to
immigration station.
which might have resulted Old Palace and did not show any trace signs of timidity; his bump of caution
real
bullets
be
exclusively
he
saw
some
says
tional qualification for the franchise, in one of the
very good grade our source of
Diaz Will Resign.
bloodiest battles of the of the severe strain of living in the is in evidence. His wife, on the other
supply. The
s
work. He examined from the second realization of foreign
and undergoing many hardof the legisla- Mexican revolution.
8. Official confir- after that
this hope was deferred
Washington,
May
Creeping
along tropics
hand, shows the mailed fist, the iron
grade up and. also . visited the high from time to time in our tariff
mation of the intention of President ture may submit such sjneiidment or in the thick of the night, the insurrec- ships in the interest of science.
nerve and the dominant character
legislaschool. Mr. Clark says that Santa Fe
newa
Asked
call
conven
constitutional
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the
school
he
may
the
Diaz
to retire was received Today
plans
to army, supposedly on its way south
which overcomes
by tion or
Macbeth's fears.
has reason to be proud of its schools. tion, but no change was effected in Senor
said
for
initiative
that joint work with the bureau She
the
may provide
the popular mind. The demand conZamacona, the Mexican ambasbecause it was feared American inis the instigator and well did the
Mr. Clark leaves this week with CounSection 5, is amend tervention would follow if it attacked of ethnology will begin soon in the
sador in the following delayed dis- and referendum.
tinued
unabated.
lecturer imitate the hissine. vlnerv
ty School Superintendent John V. "The
from Foreign Minister de la ed so as to read that the state shall Juarez was about to deliver a blow at Jemez country.
tones of Lady Macbeth egging him
question of the means by patch
Conway, to visit the county schools.
enact
to
or
never
a
Summer
law
restrict
School.
the federal stronghold last night
which this demand should be satisfied ttarra, dated last night: "Tonight or
Luna County Census.
He said also that the summer ses
tomorrow a declaration nf
abridge the right of suffrage on ac- when the Associated Press dispatch
"To many readers of Shakespeare
The 1910 census figures fo rLuna became one of practical statesman Diaz will be
count
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sion of the School of American Arch
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previous
in
from
published
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city agreement with Canada, affnrdp.1
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follows:
tual
condition of tha rmintrv each case are to be "For the Consti- tion of resigning was carried to the in the past year and that it will be calloused
political
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while Macbeth, the soldier
Luna county, 3,913.
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a distinguishing feature of the aerea- president states therein the rpnenne prominent New Mexican at the capital on the Siovis, the dispatch changed number of visitors are expected. in !aL
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said
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action
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who
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eluding
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today:
which
him
to
prompted
refuse
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de
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from
of
one
situation
No. 3, Cooks, 152.
great gravity last year. Miss Olga Xethersole. difference between a man and a
mand of the insurrectionists to re- will be to drive every Spanish-Ameri-- I
"Again, it is sometimes stated that
No. 4, Cambray, 231. ,
can of Xew Mexico into the Rennhli- - 10 ne ror. 1. Iestlve
looay mem world famed emotional actress, will woman in regard to crime and brings
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with
: ..
sign,
1 .. .1
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r
vice
presiuers ul me maueru lauuiy are seiiuiug attend the school next
while we are by this agreement onen- - dent. These
No. 5, Columbus, 268.
This, ot
year, but many up the code of honor.
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n can party."
are
hnaui
No.
messages to President Diaz, praising others equally famous but in other course, is a delicate subject to treat,
ing our markets to farm products, our considerations
Hermanas, 91.
McFle
Confirmation.
in
view the welhaving
him for his patriotism.
is
the
It
manufacturers are not asked to make lare or tne
No. 7, Nutt, 59.
but it is safe to say that he main idea
roles, will be here this year.
The mater of the reappointment of
nation and the
No. 8, Hondals, 182.
enj concessions. How untrue state the government. General dignity of Judge John R. McFie to the Xew Mex- unanimous opinion of both sides thai The summer catalogue of the school of honor, virtue and probity is largely
ments of this kind are is annarent ther affirms he
tranquility In Mexico is now will soon be ready for publication and bound up in society.
Honor Brows
Discussing Irrigation.
will retire from pow ico supreme bench was referred today complete
in sight.
is awaited with interest by all those in a man as belonging to the law mak
The diversion of the waters of the from an examination of the actual er as soon as be is convinced that to a
the senate conof
terms
of
the
When
the
agreement.
who have visited this romantic canon ing and the law giving sex.
San Juan river was the subject of a
there is no fear of the
in an
sisting of Senators 'Sutherland, Dil- WHEAT OPENED-WEAwhich has become the mecea for act of this kind a man loses the re
conference this morning between Ter- commissioners came to discuss the plunged Into anarchy by this fact. He lingham and Overman.
ON
CHICAGO MARKET. scientists as it will
ritorial Engineer C. D. Miller
prove to be for spect of his friends: he risks all that
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'
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known,
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the
"Unfortunately,
at
begun
although
conthe general
be deeply ungrctefiil if we old er
and Missouri Kansas & Texas
hardened murderer rather than her
for, item analyzed as best could be ference Of
ern border.
from
'
a
scientific
was
of
the
MtfhnitUt
VnlainnBl
viewpoint
l.ot appreciate the encouragement
soldier
done, the conclusion being reached Church
Men Hit on American Side.
interest, we were un- - cessive. husband, there is nothing exSouth, at Memphis, Tenn., in , Three
have given us o fight for what
was of a listless character extraordinary
;hv
unanimously that the charges Were
El
8.
Lady Macbeth is troubled
Paso,
Trading
A
Texas,
May
detachwnen
aoie to discover any Hebrew writing.)
tne commission representjosh,
with no thought except to have her
very general and not sustained
ment of about 100 rebels overeager we believe are our rights in the mat- throughout the morning, a few special- But we found
by ing that denomination
the
where
spot
definitely
the evidence at hand, and the charges
husband
for a fight with the federals left their ter of freedom of the ballot and fair- ties were in demand but the market the
Later similar commissions were
city of David, and the Jebusite ambition crowned king. Her towering
ness of elections," declared Ma- became dull after the price advanced
ap
were dismissed.
dwarfs into insignificance
which preceded it, had existed
city,
vuiuiea ay me two other churches and camp secretly early today and unac- dero.
3lightly from the opening level. Amer- The latter,
companied by officers opened fire on
the three held a meeting at
the pot thoughts of the deed and its consefrom
undoubtedly,
MOMENTOUS CHANGE 18 ,
ica Canadian rose 1, the preferred
the federal outposts at Juarez.. Only
Cameras Click.
in December, 1910.
tery we discovered was in existence quences."
a few shots were heard during th
And as they stood talking 'the click 11-- and American Snuff 2.
Dr. Gray then added that If we can'
ORDERED IN CHINA.
7 ;
2,000 years before David captured the
At that time, a
of morning but about noon, the '
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
consider the tragedy In this way the
New York, N. Y., May 8. The mar- city." firing of the cameras and kodaks was heard,
three from each commission
Peklns, May 8 The long awaited
reading of it is more agreeable.
to inquire Into the cause of was Incessant. One of tho mhu. in and a cheer went up from the Insur- ket developed a sagging tendency aftCaptain Parker adds:
an adobe house on the outskirts of the recto camp which formed a living er 12 o'clock and the close was heavy.
edict abolishing the grand council and pointed
The speaker then went over scene
"I cannot say anything about the
alienation of the three branches of
substituting a constitutional cabinet Methodism and to formulate
city, was blown up by the rebels, who wall of defense, 3,000 rights arms
Western Maryland lost most of Its rumors In connection with the mosaue after scene, Anally focussing the at- of ten members was issued
advance on profit taking. Bonds of Omar until the Turkish commission
sent a plan for unification.
today.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
of Inquiry has presented its report.'
were dull.
(Continued on Page Plr )
(Contlnued on Page Seven.)
read-Scho-

Washington, D. C, May 8 That the
ways and means committee of the
House will put raw wool on the free
list in revising schedule K. was de
clared to be practically certain today
and resulted in a caucus of the Dem- ocratic delegation from New York at
which eighteen members declared
themselves in favor of free raw wool
and four argued against it. All pledged
themselves to abide by the decision of
the full Democratic caucus.
Sugar Trust Investigation.
Washington, D. C, May 8. Investigation of the American Sugar Refining company and all other concerns
engaged in the manufacture or refining of sugar, to ascertain whether
there has been violations of the anti-
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WRINKLES OF THE HEART.
(Xanno Woods in Los Angeles

The Little Store

to Santa Rosa by its founder, Placido
Baca y Baca.

Ex-

TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

Drunk Cost Her $15 and Costs.
Ysabel Jaramillo, being a woman,
had the privilege of paying $5.00 more
for a drunk at Albuquerque then men,
for she was assessed $15 and costs,
while the ordinary penalty is $10 and
costs, for a jag in the Duke City.

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
A positive boon to
IRREGULARITIES.
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost

Three Break Jail.
Time is merciless, relentless neither
Two prisoners escaped from Lincoln
face nor form doth spare,
Ramirez
county, last week. At first
Time is every hurrying onward spite and
pablQ
for burglary
bM
U1
n
hrok nut Ktnl,o
frnm To.
IJiajrc,
.
... T
And the wrinkles of his making come
D '.,,,,
unsought to me and you,
d
and
But the face is deeper furrowed ,f,
& thjrd man
(he thieveg
oo
the heart has wrinkles,
;
broke out o j
and
Youth is beautiful, alluring, but with

DENVER BREAD

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

,

MAY 8, 1911.

MONDAY,

Foley Kidney Pills

press).

Often as I saunter slowly through the
city, great and vast,
As I watch the men and women old
and youthful walking past.
Oh, the many wrinkled faces, fadee
eyes of brown and blue!
And I wonder, as I saunter, if the
hearts have wrinkles, too.

M

several well known kidney remedies j))'
which gave me no relief until I used fij
Commission Reaches Texico Foley Kidney Pills, and these I can 21
And the heart mature and mellow is Boundary
Having started at the southeastern tiuthfully recommend as they
t.
corner of New Mexico, the federal made me sound and well." Sold ave.ju
And Time s wrinkles bring a beauty
with former all druggists.
boundary commission
if the soul be brave and true,
Senator Cockrell of Missouri at its
i
u
r...
ho.
jp
u
..no
mc
iuoi
uiu
age
il
jj
jia giiuj
head, has reached Texico, Curry coun- neer Freighter" as well as in its posheart has wrinkles, too.
ty The line thus far established fol- sibilities for transportation to and
lows closely the line at present ob- from outlying mines, and for general
Sorrows come to all, and heartaches; served as
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
the boundary between New work on the big ranches continues unfortunate is a fickle god,
Mexico and Texas.
abated."
Thorns
'mong the roses
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
strew the path our feet have trod,
PERCY SYDNEY MONTAGUE TAYThrashed His Married Daughter.
So, all honor to the wrinkles when the
LOR, OTHERWISE PERCY TAYA. Sanchez of Albuquerque,
' soul shines steadfast through,
Satur
OTHERWISE
PERCY
LOR,
ot
a
dose
after
day
night,
probably
when
for
all
the furrows
And
pity
SMITH,
became
of
the
barleycorn,
possessed
the heart has wrinkles, too.
idea of chastising his married daugh..I
US
ter who objected most vigorously and
or
the X!
Sanchez thereupon seized a shotgun to the present address, if living,
THE STATE
and proceeded to discharge it in the date and place of death, if dead, ofiV,
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL '
house. The women ran out of the PERCY SYDXEY MOXTAGUE TAY-- '
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS CAKES
house screaming and Sanchez Is now LOR, formerly of Ipswich, Suffolk,
in durance vile because he could not England, who left England some six-- ! 1
Shooting at Ran Patricio.
teen or more years ago, and is supfurnish $60 bail.
woundPasqual Herrera was badly
posed to have gone to or resided for
ed at San Patricio, Lincoln county, by
some time in Texas, United States of
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD
Adolphus Sais, who is in custody.
to have passed under
AND BAD HIGHWAYS. America, and
names of "PERCY SYDXEY MON'
the
Foley Ranch House Destroyed.
TAGUE TAYLOR", "PERCY TAYThe Foley ranch house near the On Former Heavy Truck Made 112 LOR," and "PERCY SMITH," and who
PHONE 191 BLACK
a
Miles
on
and
Latter
Day
Ozark mill, Socorro county, an old
it is believed, was working with the
Only Three Miles.
land mark, was destroyed by fire last
Texas Horse Company about sixteen
8.
"The
stretch
Phoenix, Ariz., May
week.
from Albuquerque, X. M., here has years ago. The last known address
been one of the sharpest possible con- of PERCY SYDXEY MOXTAGUE
Killed by Train.
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
was the "School of Shorttrasts," says A. L. Westgard in a dis- TAYLOR
The
Mount Pleasant, Texas."
Casimiro Chavez was ground to
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
patch. Mr. Westgard is piloting a hand,
pieces by a string of freight cars at four and one-haton truck across the information is required by the admina power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
the Santa Fe freight house at Albu- continent and as this is the first motor istrator of the wills of RICHARD
querque.
truck to carry a load across, it has TAYLOR AXD LOUISA SARAH TAYANY BOY
been nicknamed the "Pioneer Freight- LOR both late of 80 Berners Street,
Loss of Lambs.
er." The start was made from Den- Ipswich, Suffolk, England.
CAN RUN
Address,
Wet weather last week caused a loss ver, March 1st, the southerly route
THIS ;
of 700 lambs to Walter Long and C50 through Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Globe, ELUX THOMiPSOX & QUARRELL,
ENGINE.
lambs to Carlos Clancy in Guadalupe. Phoenix, Fresno and Los Angeles, beSolicitors, 3 East India Avenue,
London, E. C, England.
county.
ing followed.
"It took us almost eight days to
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
Scarlet Fever Closes Schools.
$100 Reward $100.
cover the forty-twmiles between!
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
The readers of this paper will be
The school directors of Las Cru- - Springerville and Cooleys, Arizona,"!
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
ces have decided not to reopen the says Air. Westgard, "only averaging pleased to learn that there is at least
science
public schools this term on account three miles a day as the result of one dreaded disease that
of scarlet fever.
twelve to fourteen hours hard work has been able to cure in all its
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
for five days in succession,
Hall's
while: stages, and that is Catarrh.
work. For sale by
Locomotive Jumped Track.
yesterday we drove one hundred and Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
A dinky locomotive of the Chino twelve miles from Globe to Phoenix Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
FRANK
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. Copper
Company at Santa Rita jump in eleven hours. For forty or fifty requires a constitutional treatment.
ed the track and capsized. The fire miles we were on a mountain plateau, Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal
at an elevation of ten thousand feet, ly, acting directly upon the blood and
man was painfully injured.
and the late spring snows are very mucous surfaces of the system, thereheavy and wet. It was nothing un by destroying the foundation of the
Damage by Frost.
Frost last week, practically killed usual to have the rear wheels sink disease, and giving the patient
all the fruit in the Springer section clear to the hubs, three or four times strength by building up the constituof Colfax county. J. L. Abreu of Ray-ad- in a few hundred feet and it is scarce- tion and ' assisting nature in doing
be wondered at that we did not its work.
The proprietors have so
reported extensive damage in his ly to
go over three miles a day under such much faith in its curative powers
orchard.
conditions.
Progress was so slow that they offer One Hundred Dollars
that our provisions gave out before for any case that it fails to cure.
Sheepherder Found Dead.
reaching a town and many miles be Send for list of testimonials. Address
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Teodoro Vargas,
a sheepherder,
fore we got to Black river we were
F. J. CHEXEY & CO., Toledo, O.
was found dead in his shack on the met with
discouraging reports as to
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
Sold
by all druggists, 75c.
ranch
Guadnear
Trujillo
Guadalupe,
its height.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conalupe county. Heart failure was the
had subsided somewhat before
"It
The only exclusive
Fe
house in
cause of death.
we got there but the water was up to stipation.
the radiator cap at that, and ten cav
Kidnapped Than Married.
alry men, six army mules and a heavy
Ask
Santos Peru of La Mesa, Dona Ana block and tackle from Fort Apache
county, aged 33 years, kidnaped
were necessary to get us across and
Phone Black
Phone Black
Crespina Archuleta. He was up the opposite bank. Captain Hayne,
arrested but escaped prosecution by commanding the fort, gave us every
assistance. The three hours' submer
marrying Crespina.
sion did not bother the truck a bit
Two Held for Manslaughter.
and we made forty-thre- e
miles the
Charles A. Zumwalt and William M. next day in four and a half hours. The
Zumwalt were indicted
for man- immediate prospect ahead of us is ex
slaughter in district court at Roswell cellent. Our route lies via the recent
for the killing of the Hall brothers ly completed Roosevelt dam and is
over fine government roads so that
near Kenna, Chaves county.
we will make fine time as long as the
good conditions last.
Two Divorces Granted. "
"The pleasantest part of the trip
Judge M. C. Mechem, at Hillsboro,
has come from the enthusiastic recepSierra
Lumber and all kinds
last
two
and
county,
nut
week,
granted
Lump,
divorces: Mrs. James McVeigh from tion accorded us at every town. Inof building material
mine run coal
James McVeigh, and Daniel McCau-le- y terest in the performance of the "Ho who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
of Cutter from Marguerite Cauley.
and those who are best satisfied 'with
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
their orders in that line will surely
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Obtained Money Under False PrePAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to cure
refer you to us. We have built up a
ot
case
or
any
Pro
Blind,
Itching.
Bleeding
tense.
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money res
work
Teodoro Tenorio was found guilty trading
reputation for doing
Phone Red 100
funded, 50e.
Phone Red 100
at Santa Rosa of obtaining money unin a short time and at a very moderate
der false pretenses but has appealed
charge. We are pleased to receive
We Have Built Up
from the justice of the peace court to
family trade, and assure you beforethe district court.
hand of complete satisfaction.
10 1
Estancia's Municipal Officers.
Washington Ave

Established 1856.

Incorporated

StLIGIUI

1903

BROS. G

Puritan Art Draperies

j

IT

.

GROCERY

fi

GO

i

THE NEWEST

MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

.!

YOUR HOME

j

L

j

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth
Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Carpets
Rugs

Duplex Scrim

Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains

j

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

J

LOUIS

NAPOLEON

FOR

HALF A CENTURY

THE

LEADING

DRY

GOODS

-

P. O. Box 219

IN THE CITY

HOUSE

Phone No. 36

Groceries and Delicatessen

lf

Eton) BlEPIB

o

j

Price $70.00

fob Madison, Wis.

F.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

o

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
grain

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

Phone

14.

If

Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14

Yourselves

LEO HERSCH

45

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD

high-clas-

THOYiAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr

The Estancia village trustees have
chosen D. W. Robinson to be village
marshall; Earl Scott, treasurer. The
retiring clerk reported that during
the past year $849.32 had been collect
ed and $736.91 expended.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEES

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
Near A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

jALL
fUu CAIp

Modern Residences for Rent.

Julius Muralter R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.

Washington Avenue
Funeral of Juan D. Martinez.
The funeral of Juan D. Martinez, a
WOOD'YS
Republican leader and former sheriff
of Mora county and a member of the
,
legislature, took place at Mora yesterday and was largely attended. MartiTAOS
BARRANCA
nez died of heart failure and was 65
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Meets
South
North
Both
very
years of age. A wife and several chil- in large quantities and have
modern facility for furnishing the
dren survive him.
Bounds Trains.
very best rough or dressed
Leave Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
La Voz Publica Moved.
Wo are that the north bound train and arrive at
Las Voz Publica has moved from of every description.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Santa Rosa to Vaughn, Guadalupe enabled to make the very heat prices
Ten miles shorter than any other
Lumber
ot
for
such
high
grade.
county, and will be published by
way. Good covered hack and good
on
We
to
will
be
your
figure
pleased
Sena as a Democratic weekly.
teams.
contracts.
La Voz is the oldest paper in Guada2Eu-Tliljif Aeaa.te Mtk
was
started at Puer
lupe county. It
Kmxxgmx OosibitaUt,
to de Luna, 13 years ago, then aioved
Cor. Palace and

HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Pom

TO

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

S4NTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

Phone 213

C&L Thone 9
CHA5. CLOSSON

if AiyClif
tab
ii fte umy t2.
Keel

Am

Charles W. Dudrow FARE SST $5.00

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
V

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

- WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we ?o help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

I

MONDAY.

fHE SAUTA FE

MAY 8, 1911.

ton. The mine has been unwatered
to the second jevel; ore is being furnished the mill from this and the
first levels. The mine has been unwa-tere- d
to the second level; ore is being furnished the mill from this and
the first levels. Thelarge accumulation of water in the'lower workings
will be permitted to stand until the
stability of the water supply for the
mill, from springs two miles up
the canyon, is tested during the normally dry months of May and June,
and will be drawn upon for ore treatment if necessary.
Steeple Rock.
Some two months ago the company
owning the old Carlisle mines situated
in Grant county, New Mexico, inaugurated a system of thorough prospect
work and it is reported now that large
bodies of ore have been found that
carry values in gold of $7 to $20 per
ton, and that the company will at once
commence the erection of a mill
equipped with 100 stamps. The mines
were worked 30 years ago, and for
an enormous
many years produced
yield of gold. Work has not stopped
in the Steeple Rock district where the
Carlisle mines are located, but has
been carried on in a desultory way
for many years, with varying results.
Bald Mountain.
The strike made on 'one of the
claims of the Indian Pink prom
ises to be the richest auriferous ore
ever opened up in the Bald Mountain
district. The Indian Pink group is lo
cated at Bald Mountain about 10
miles west by south of Silver City,
New Mexico, and one mile from the
properties of the Woodward Mining

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

fore deciding whether to accept the
The Calumet & Arizona had
offer.
taken out a good deal of ore during
the life of the option, and had paid
the owners a good royalty, but, under
the intelligent management of Alfred
Paul, had developed much more ore
than they had taken out, so, that the
and
mine was in better condition
shows more ore than ever before.
hey considered the matter, anu from
their point of view if they accepted
the offer they were out of it. and got
only the comparatively small sum of
If they rejected the offer
25,000.
they got their mine back, were ahead
all that had been paid in on the option, and their property was in better
shape to sell than it was when they
made the deal with tlx; Calumet &
Arizona people.
They concluded the
mine was worth more than $35,000 to
them, and rejected the offer and took
The mine was
he property back.
shut down, throwing some sixty men
out of employment, but many of them
immediately went to work tor the S3
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May 5, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that sealed
bids, in duplicate, will be received at
Take Advantage of a Santa Fe CitiTherefore, Steps Must Be Taken to this office until twelve o'clock noon
zen's Experience Before It's
on Tuesday, May 16, Hill, for the conReplenish Elements of Plant
Too Late.
White Oaks.
concrete
Food Desired.
struction of a
Owing to necessary repairs to the
e
on
Sias
across
the
Arroyo
bridge
When the back begins to ache,
pumps at the Old Abe, which supply
Grandvic-wS
of
avenue
in
Exeprl-mentSanta
the
Fe,
Wash.,
City
May
Don't wait until backache becomes the other mines at White Oaks, Lin,
to determine the amount of New Mex'co, according to the plans
coln county, with water, all the mines
water which will give the best re- and specifications prepared by the
detroubles
Till serious kidney
had to shut down for a few days, but
sults in tree growth, quality and yield City Engineer of this city, a copy of
work has been resumed,
velope;
of fruit and tr ascertain the influence which may be seen at this office or
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
Christ Yaeger, who with his partof alfalfa, clover and vetches as cover the office of said Engineer, and that a
rest
ner, N. C. Thompson, of EI Paso, has
crops are being made at Zillah and contract will be let to the lowest and
excitizen's
Fe
Profit by a Santa
a bond and lease on the Silver Cliff
Grandview, Washington, under the di- best bidder for the construction of
perience.
and Miner's Cabin claims in the White
rection of Stephen O. Jayne, manager such bridge, in accordance with the
Lino Romero. Palace Aye., Santa Fe, Oaks district, from the owners, who
of the Department of Irrigation In- - said plans and specifications.
The
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's are El Paso people, says that in the
of the l nited States De-- j successful bidder will be required to
vestigations
claims
the
to
Kidney Pills live up
Silver Cliff mine a shaft Is now down
The purpose of the test: give a good and sufficient bond for a
the product is much improved by bet partment.
made for them. If I were not confident 150 feet. At the depth of 100 feet
is to gain knowledge of what will aid failthful compliance with the terms of
ter preparation of the clay.
of this fact, I could never have been porphyritic quartz was struck, plenThe number of operating firms con- the irrigation farmer in the way of i,is contract, and the construction of
Induced to give this remedy my en- tifully sprinkled with free gold, the
A few years ago greater efficiency and results by ceo- - s,.h bridge, in accordance with plans
tinues to decline.
in
ache
dull
a
was
dorsement. There
pay being about 18 inches in width.
were scattered throughout the nomy of efforts.
there
.in(
g1McificatiOns hereinbefore re- the small of my back that bothered On the Miners' Cabin claim the shaft
small plants, but the
many
country
"The
of
to
to.
ferred
fruit
laads
trees
growth
me and at times I was obliged to lay is 120 feet deep and the owners are
present tendency is to concentrate the gradual depletion of the soil and; The City reserves the right to
off from work for two or three days. now
the indudstry and to build plants with
driving the drift at the bottom
depletion of plant food," said Mr. jject any and all bids.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en- of this shaft, running to the west, 50
equipment and large capa Jayne.
"It is detrimental to thej iiy order of the City Council,
tire relief, and the few slight attacks feet further, expecting to strike the
The average value of the out- physical as well as th
city.
chemical
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
company.
of backache I have had since then Old Abe vein. The Old Abe
put per firm in 1900 was $14,859; in constituents of the soil. The problem
Mayor,
and
Gold
have quickly yielded to this remedy." mill is
Production..
Silver
1909 it was $:2,S1S.
The capacity is how to counteract this.
,
running steadily along on ore
'Attest:
A report on the production of gold of brick
Mr. Romero gave the above testi- milling not less than $15 to the ton. The
been
has
such as alfalfa,
machinery
"Lugtiminous
T.
P.
crops,
DELGADO,
and silver in the United States in
monial in January, 1907, and when returns from the mill are considered
A few clover and vetches absorb
in recent years.
nitrogen
Clerk.
1909, by H. D. McCaskey, of the
.Interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said: very satisfactory. The North Home-stak- e
years ago a machine that would make substance from the air, fix it. in the!
nited
"1 can speak as highly of Doan's KidStates
has
Geological Survey,
was soil and thereby feed the trees and':
mine is running a mill of 10
5,000 or 6.000 bricks an hour
NOTICE
just been issued as an advance chap considered a wonder.
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed stamps day and night. The ore averToday ma also add the needed humus to the soil,
Proposals will be received by the
ter of the Survey's volume "Mineral chines are in
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and
Paso,
on second everywhere but the flrn
"Blnks, I think, his name
including all letters, from two cents cratic majority are Democrats within thi3 year, it is to be 100,000 bushels, regularly
was. 1 discharged mm lor incomj
to one cent, will be introduced.
the original definition as Jefferson which gives some idea of the marvel In Philadelphia.
man in petency."
y
Instead of maintaining an expensive understood it; some of them are
ous agricultural growth of the Rio theEddie Collins was the only
bril
That
"Binks?" the assistant' manager rewho
escaped.
league
shoe"
to
a
of
at Washington,
spent
"gum
Grande valley south of the Engle dam. liant
ulists, the residuum
player had the best plied; "oh, yes, I remember him well."
the legislators and to seek bycai Craze; some of them are
The same possibilities exist in the season young
of his career and is one of the
"He came in to see me today."
corrupt means or otherwise to secure jstSf with the vaguest perceptions of northern Eio Grande vailey and along few
in the majors who ever
"Did he? He went from here to
players
the reform which is sought, the offi-- j Socialism; and some of them, we
its tributaries.
The day is not far
in New York, didn't he? I suppose he
of the association expect to bring mit witn sadness, are out for what distant, when a million acres will be engaged In a world series witnout
Collins
was
his
a Bilk hat and an over
played
juring
reputation.
home
from
sufficient pressure to bear
tllere ,is in it or tnem as the fathers under cultivation in the Rio Grande above his form in the series with the coat wearing
with a fur collar."
interests" to induce a majority ot con-- of families who are hard pressed to and tributary valleys.
Cubs. But while Collins was the star
"That's the funny thing about hit
gressmen and senators to approve tha buy shoes for tlje kids and yearn for
of the team thsit won the world's case. I can't understand It - He was
D"'the possession of an automobile rated
Florida is about to try drastic regu- - championship, Johnny Evers, second all run down at the heels and wanted
The association now consists of :at sixty. But, as a coherent, respon- - ation of the 3aloon, on the
theory baseman and star of the Cub outfit, to ksow If I would give him 50 cents."
hundreds of members, located in near-- i gibie body ot political opinion the that while prohibition laws do not was walking on crutches. Evers had
ly every state in the Union. For the Democratic party does not exist in prohibit, regulation laws will regulate. his ankle fractured in Cincinnati a
Counter Diplomacy.
most part they are prominent heads this state, and. for the amelioration Under the new law the sale of
liquor few weeks before the season ended.
"I ihtnk you will like this goods,
of big manufacturing and mercantile 0f that condition, we suggest the
Jim Delehanty of Detroit did not
to habitual drunkards is rigidly pro
in a
who realize that they are en jng 0j a special convention, not for hibited. The law
In madam," urged a salesman
requires saloons to finish the season. In a game
"It is just the
titled to a one cent rate on ordinary the adoption of another 'platform' but close at 8 o'clock and not to
Cleveland Delehanty wrenched his dry goods shop.
open
lady.
letters.
for a settlement of basic political until 7 o'clock the following morn ankle and hurt bis kneecap; he was thing for a stout, middle-age"Sir!" squealed the customer In a
several
forced
to
It
required
quit.
From the association's headquarters principles.'
ing, abolishes all screens and forbids
of careful attention and nurs- rage. The clerk saw his faux pae
in Cleveland these influential busimusic or games in saloons. It further months
and recovered himself quickly.
to
their
to
BE
ing
LIGHT!
asked
be
will
bring the ankle back to
LET THERE
nessmen
swing
h
proviues mat not more tnan
"Pardon me," he smiled, "I mistook
representatives and senators into line Santa Fe county and Santa Fe city
of a pint of any intoxicating
had a big year, finished you for the young lady who was here
Nap
Lajoie
for the passage of a one cent rate bill
taking in greater revenues than liquor shall be sold to a customer, one point behind Ty Cobb in the of- yesterday looking for something for
this to be in a sealed package.
ficial batting averages, but could not her grandmother. Now that I look
ever
from
hundreds
the
before; the iew Mexican De
Washington by
af-- :
the hoodoo. On the last day at you again, I see that this was an
escape
cannot
economen whom the legislators
nves that these revenues are
is to be hoped that the Good of the season Lajoie became mixed in older person. Now, if you are buying
It
fqrd to ignore. Delegations will back mically expended, but why not let the Roads Commission
will not delay a scandal that for a time threatened for yourself, we have something over
them up. In this thoroughly business people know the details of the ex much
longer in throwing a force of to do a heap of damage to baseball. there that"
is
like manner the officers of the asso- penditures?
the
true,
It
people convicts into the Santa Fe
McConnell of Boston found himself
canyon to
ciation expect to conduct their cam- may go to the official records and dig do
vigorous work on the Scenic High- In a few scrapes and the final out
out the data for themselves, but that
paign.
Amputated.
way. As long as that road remains come of his troubles was a trade to
It is said that two eminent surgeoni
To enable them to bring the neces- is not the way it is done in modern uncompleted to the Peco3, it will be Chicago in which he was one of the
had a quiet Interchange ot views th
sary pressure to bear when needed, communities. Monthly reports should a standing reproach to the common principals.
other
and among other things,
the officers of the association are now be published in the press and annual wealth. Nothing is to be eained
was
Herman
man
Schaefer
the
at traded day,
by
secrets.
The offic
busily engaged in building up the reports should be printed.
second
base in Washington, but Her
while
completion of the
Said one to the otherr "What dii
Business men particu- ials should be the first to adopt this delay, will netearly
membership.
the territory $100,000 man injured his arm and had to quit you operate on Mr. Smith tor?"
road,
savin
the
interested
are
being
method for their own protection and worth of free and effective advertis second.
Wade Killifer was also
larly
Said the other: "For $800."
but Wade's showing was
ing they will realize, when a one cent. t0 answer in the best and, frankest ing, not to speak of tha
played
Said the first: "No, I mean what
practical of suchthere,
letter rate is inaugurated. Some way any criticisms, any rumors, any benefit to Santa
nature
a
that
Washington
Fe and the people sold him.
ailed him?"
firms in the large cities oi tne country i alse charges that may be set afloat or
the upper Pecos.
Said the other: "Oh, he strained
Gardner and La Porte played sec himself
pay as high as ?w,uuu ana iiv,uuu a by political enemies, and what official
holding on to the $600 and 1
vviui!
New
ond for
York. LaPorte has al
year for the hrst class postage,
that doS not hav Buch Ile.
thre
cut
him
and
loose." '
Democrats
Republicans
alike
would
a one cent rate this expense
ready lost his Job. He will try to
mies and does not occassionally suf will acknowledge
that
the
is
city
be cut exactly in half. There is not fer from reports that are unfounded
a concern in the country which would Let there be light and publicity in being given a first class municipal
Of Course Not.
and
Progress costs
not receive direct benefit from such public affairs, especially when it government.
"Is It true that you punched Johnny
who
those
do
not
accomodate
them
reform.
a
on the nose?"
comes to the tax payers' money.
selves to its ways, occassionally are
"Tessum, but It was his own fault"
Last year the postoffice department
but it is the many who are bene
hurt,
"And how was It his own fault?"
realized a profit of about $60,000,000
THE REMEDY OF: PUBLICITY,
even
fitted,
though temporarily
"He ain't got no business' bein'
from the carrying of first class mail
new
of
The
Butte, Montana, tew may be inconvenienced.
mayor
Santa
smaller'n me."
matter, most of which consisted of a Socialist, by the way, proposes that Fe and Santa Feans
like progress
letters. At the existing rate business all habitues of the Red
Light district and they are just as ready to stand
houses are paying $1,680 a ton to the be
Not for Charity.
"
uniformed; that every visitor to by a municipal administration that is
government for carrying letters.
in a book open to progressive as are the people of
Yes, we had a good day's
its
Smythe
places
register
forty-twletters
On an average of
to be pub other
e
times
and
at
sport
all
the
yesterday.
Juggins got a big
public
municipalities.
are carried to the pound, which makes
so that wives, mothers,
bag and sent It to the hospital.
the rate about 84 cents. This for lished weekly
Brownie Oh, yes, what did he got
short hauls, and city delivery as well daughters, sisters, might know wheth on Congressman Mondell of Wyoming
Smythe A gamekeeper.
Saturday introduced a Joint reso
as for long distance service. An er one of their menfolk has been
of
in
lution
the
shrine
at
House
the
Phryne.
worshipper
uni
for
providing
enormous amount of first class mail
It will
Still Talking.
matter never leaves the city where it Applying this idea of publicity to the versal suffrage for women.
not
a
new
is
red
be
and
potent
light district,
passed at this session, but the
"Does Miss Gabby show much oboriginates and the profit is particuidea, and if disregard of its mandate time is much nearer, than many poli
servation In conversation T"
larly large on this class.
"I don't know about the observes
The first batch of letters carried to were to be punished with heavy peni ticians figure, when women will have
What is right is
tlon, but she is generally observing
Circle City, Alaska, cost the govern- tentiary sentence, then it might prove the right to vote.
something."
ment $450 a piece though carried by a permanent cure, for no matter how right and will prevail and no one any
t
the
stamp. But there are much a man may defend the existence longer denies that anything but ex
BARELY P08SIBLE.
only a few letters of this sort carried of the Ted light district, he does not pediency is keeping the ballot from
and conditions throughout the United want his women folks to know that women in some sections of the coun
States are entirely different. There he is a patron of its habitues. It is try.
are 92,000,000 people in the country certain, the business could not con
Albuquerque expended $300,000 for
by the new census. Vast cities exist tinue to exist in Santa Fe if the reg
where
scores
by
important ister at such a place were published a sewer system and it does not com
concerns are
business
spending each day like the hotel registers. Yet, pletely cover the town. Santa Fe i
millions per annum to make their how can a traffic, that hides from eo advantageously situated that one- wares known to the world. The peo- publicity, find defenders even among sixth of that sum would give an ad
equate, modern, sanitary sewer sys
ple are entitled to postal service at officers elected to enforce the law?
tem for every dwelling in the city. A
cost, and the government can carry letrate and still clear exters at a
The Democratic Colorado legislature sewer system is the first municipal
that will coma when
penses. It seems right and just, there-- adjourned!
Saturday without hav- - improvement
statehood lifts from the county
tore, tnat sucn a rate snouia oe estaD- - lng fulfilled its platform
pledges
!
lished.
or having filled the vacancy in the U. its railroad bonded indebtedness.
V'The outrageously exorbitant rates 's senatorship. This is characteris-whic- h
business men are being com- - j ticauy Democratic. ' Let it be rernem-pelle- d - Wagon Mound is early in. the field
for county seat honors in Mora county
to pay for transporting their
aia0 especially by those
declared Geo. T. Mcintosh. jbered)
New Mexico, who even' though the state constitution
in
torfal
candidates
secretary of the association, "is indi- - spak disdain(ully ot tne power of makes a change of county seat more
cated by the fact that the profits on.the presa and pubUcity and wn0 rely aimcuit than heretofore.
Mora will
m
are nW lf eXfeSB
have to modernize and reach out for
coin
ther than on principle to
a railroad if it desires to retain its
000 per year.
ten;
During
was publicity
years from 1901 to 1910 Inclusive first j
jiiiitc us county seat many more
on
Eddie Collins.
The beautiful stenographer was
The world do move and those
class mail produced a total revenue of in
years.
defeated Mayor
that
Denver,
alone in the private office of the great
with a total weight of,
do not move with it are apt to nuke good with the St Louis Browns.
who
n-- -.
from D6C0,m
M'
about 1,300,000,000 pounds. In round frt
Rollo Zelder 'started out like a financier. Presently a reporter for the
n
is a be- - be left by the wayside.
StorSpeer
in
the
that
whirlwind for Chicago at second, hut Evening Howitzer arrived. He glanced
government
p3riod.
figures
made a profit of about $500,000,000. 'even
A man who drinks to the point of was replaced by McConnell and will first at the beautiful stenographer,
Democracy gagged at him after
This sum would have wiped out half
is a back number at this have to fight with seven or eight re- then looked at the closed desk of the
Intoxication,
of the national debt of the United that one newspaper had told the day and hour, and this is
cruits for the position of shortstop great financier and after that he took
particularly this
truth about him. A newspaper may true
a careful survey of the office.
States which is only $1,046,449,185."
of a Judge on the bench.
year.
v
The
not be able to elect a man senator
"Mr. Bulliugton Is not in, Is. her
St. Louis tried several men on
is
this
public
and
no
is
realizing
it
but it can always keep an unworthy wonder to
he asked.
IT'S ALWAYS THE SAME.
one
The
of
every
got
"jinx"
hear,
therefore,
that in "them
'1 donl believe he Is," the beauti
When the New Mexican criticizes man from being elected senator If 'its North Dakota a district
and Bobby Wallace is now
judge is being
ful stenographer repileo, "out you
for
his
a
second
sacker
for
the Democratic party, the Democrats own motives are above suspicion.
searching
impeached for drunkenness, and that
might look In the waste basket. He
sneer and say that the comment Is
In Seattle, the recall is to be applied club.
econAs
an
of
the
may he hiding under some of the pa
example
graphic
to a judge who is guilty of excessive
inspired by partisan prejudice. When,
of highways, as any, is that giv
pers there."
however, their own papers haul the omy
en by the heavy truck that passed drinking.
over
there
the
coals,
party
certainly
must be some truth in the assertion through Santa Fe recently. It is over
The Rio Grande
Merely a Suggestion.
that the DemocraMc party generally in Arizona now on its way to San attention to the factRepublican calls
With the same MTMOhittoftS
that
Clayton
Its
Francisco.
chauffeur
writes
that
Each
year a man embarks;
manages to make a donkey of itself,
and Folsom introduced manual trainBe might save time by using '
when given the barest excuse for so on bad roads it made three miles a
A bunch of ditto naiks.
in
the
Sanschools
ing
public
before
on the good road from
doing. The Democratic Roswell Dally day, while
to Phoenix it made 112 miles a ta Fe thought of it. This Is true, and
Record, the New Mexico Democrat, Globe
yet, the fact that Santa Fe, has
Natural BenL h
the Clovis Journal, the El Paso Times, day. To cover the three miles on the launched a manual
Cholly I can't get one of the ponies
training departhave been as severe as the New bad road took more labor and was ment sets an
In this show to have t word to eay to
Mexican in condemning the action of greater wear on the truck ;han it was Mexico townsexample, that other New
me.
'
will be swift to follow.
to
112
miles
over
the
travel
good
Democrats in New Mexico, and in
Gene DeMontre villa has announced
Bill That proves they have bom
tor
holds
a
What
road.
truck
good
Democratic
Colorado, the
Rocky
ball
season.
that
he will not play
this
If Santa Fe people work together,
sense.
Mountain News' as well as the Demo- is also true for any other kind of veFelix Choulnard seems to be able to
tney can make the Fourth of July
hicle.
connected
are
Towns
that
with
cratic Times are socking It to the
fill in for Infield as well as outfield
roads are neffr neighbors, even if celebration here this year the talk of positions.
i
Wae the Real Thing.
representatives of the party for which good
the Territory, and eventually the talk
a
while
hundred
miles
apart,
tributary of the entire
Mrs. Onaggs 111 never forget the
The Boston Nationals have already
those papers stand.
Says the last
so
country,
the
that
day
ccuntry only a few miles away if It
closed a deal to train at Augusta, night you proposed to me. Tou anted
named, for instance:
can be reached only over; bad roads, will come, when the most natural ans Ga., next spring.
like a perfect fooL
"Why the Democratic party of Colower
to
the
anywhere
Question:
Mr. Onaggs That wasn't acting.
Mullin, the new American league
rado should behave in such a way might as well be a hundred miles "Where will you spend the Fourth,"
Whenever it gets a working majority away as far as trade, business and so- will be: "Why, at Santa Fe, of course." umpire, succeeding Oolllnower, cornea
cial intercourse are concerned.
from the Western league.
in the Lefialatyre we do sot know;
Cautious estimate.
Gus Dundon, termor Comlskeyite,
- bt ft ai'vays fw behave In this way
The Democratic legislature of ColoCurious Friend Is your wife
to
As
the
the
Lincoln
Westin the
days begin
lengthen,
rado on Saturday night passed one has signed with
wfcscTW ft taCi a majority in both
good eookr
f -I- ature; and we statehood prospects seem once more hundred bills In 51 minutes. Is it a ern league. He will be used aa utility Careful Husband Well, she Is good
Ct
Inflelder.
'
'
behave like to strengthen.
wonder that the people In Democratic
.W,att1fl ajg JroUa. .
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

$150,000
.Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit
Transacts a garal fcuklag knsiacss In all Its branches.
Leans money an the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Bays and sells domes
tdc and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmitted agency public ov private.
Interest allowed an time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. ' Liberal advances
made on consignments f livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons m the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment la all respects, as is
consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banking.
patronage ot the public la
Safety deposit boxes for rent The
'
solicited.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

o
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Large Sample
Boom for Com- - '
mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

-
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Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ol Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave,

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

t

HANDSOME ROOMS

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-G- ood
Service.

AMERICAN OR
,
EUROPEAN PLAN
--

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

LC. KENNEDY.

Proprietor, Mrs.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.

'' '

PINE SAMPLE ROOM,

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL
SiORT

ONE OF THE 9 EST

IN THE CITY

RESTAURANTS

ORDER

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS,
ELECTRIC LIGHTS "

i

Every Room
a Good One.

RATES 60c t
per Oxj

6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

IL0O

Telephone) Reel 35

SOFT DRINKS

ao4

your arders delivered.

He frifewhf an Mgiested to ike thirsty as soaeftjaff wk mi (nOBf

BEf
x X
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
AH driaks aadefroa
SANTA FE BOTTLING WOS
E3Y .BO,
ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SOfiA

GINffil
100T

FfZt

BEER, KLONDIKE

COCO

II0K

COlA,

s5

filtered water

,

.

Proprietor.

PLANTS, Fruit In seaeon. Wedding
'and Tabla BouauAts and rjnearatinna. K

Cut Flowers
A Soeclaltv

Funeral Design.

w

Out of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25o
for packing on orders under 13.00. .,
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GARDEN
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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CAPITAL 850,000.00
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judging from newspaper
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LADIES

MOVEMENTS OF UNCLE
SAM'S TROOPS.

Graham, a dry goods
Mexican government and the' insur-- j
ot Chicago, is at , the Palage.- - ,
mass-- :
Mr.' and Mrs. E. C.' Hall are at Ihe rectos, the United
ed upon the Te.as border for emergPalace on their way home to Antonito, '
ency use should threatening activities
Colo.
break
the Rio
Professor Bowlds has returned from suddenly are to beout across
Grande,
given a taste of an1
Deming where he went on a flying; actual
campaign
through extensive
visit.
maneuvers over south Texas. The
Lee S. Millen, of Washington, D. C.,1
at Fort Crockis here on surveying work for the gov- - brigades concentrated
ett on Galveston island and at Fort
ernment.
Sam Houston at San Antonio will parAttorney General Frank W. Clancy
in these activities, the center
is expected back from Washington ticipate
of which will be in the vicinity of
the end of the week.
Houston.
The Rev. B. F. Summers, pastor of
For six months previous to the sudSt. Johns Methodist Episcopal church, den
massing of troops on the Texas
has gone to Espanola.
border officers of the United States
H. C. Allen of Denver, is in Santa
army have been in Texas securing
Fe to attend the San Juan water hear-- j
topograpical inaps of the Texas coast
ing in progress at the capitol.
country and this work has only reThomas W. Hanna was up from hisj
been completed. The value of
ranch at Lamy to supervise the ship-- : cently
these maps In an actual campaign is
his
of
of
ment
cattle from
1,500 head
now to be demonstrated in the move-- ,
range.
all th-- troops in ren-- l
ment of
L. J. Chapman and L. B. Curtis of; dezvous nearly
the Texas coast and
along
Trinidad, and D. H. Carey of Denver frontier.
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SPRING
ould
brings with it a desire for the outdoor life. Children particular!)
in
SULKIES
CHILDREN
of
and
can
our
the
they
spring
pleasures
enjoy
which are light, durable and just suited to give the babes an outinf.
Call to see them, please, and also take a peep at our Library Tables,
Chairs, Rockers, and a vast assortment of rugs, all just received.

.
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are here in .the interests of the Ar-- !
mour Packing Company.
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field
division of the land office, left last
night for the northern part of the territory on official business.
Charles M. Stauffer and family have
rented the house on Grant avenue just
vacated by J. W. Norment and will
take posession as soon as certain re-- ;
pairs are made.
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the
cattle sanitary board, left yesterday
afternoon for Albuquerque after
spending two days here inspecting a
car load of cattle.
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farm-ingtoSan Juan county, arrived in
the city Saturday on the D. & R. G.
and is at the Montezuma. He is an
enthusiastic booster for the San Juan
country.

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
--

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Espanola, Pojoaque, Jesoque

&

Santa Fe

Valley Fruit & Alfalfa Lands

that are

We offer investments

VsfInsurance

Hit.

'Jt
im$
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
?

INVESTMENTS

'

lectured here Saturday night, left yesterday afternoon for his home in AlHe was accompanied by
buquerque.
No".
j "Capital City Bank
Room
Building
Mrs. Gray and Miss Ross, the elocu'
Phone Black No. 62,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
tionist. '.
Attorney W. Goff Black of Aztec,
San Juan county, member of the New
Mexico Bureau of Immigration, is
here on irrigation matters. He is at
the Montezuma hotel.- Mr. Black has
ft a
C
daughter attending Loretto academy in this city.
Hon. B. F. Pankey, member of the
constitutional convention, member of
the cattle sanitary board, and one of
the most prominent land owners in
the territory, left yesterday afternoon
for Lamy. . Mr. Pankey will be the
first state senator from Santa Fe county in the legislature.
Dr. j. A. MaBsie will leave tomorS
uit row for Denver, and after spending a
fortnight there will go to Rochester,
We have all the
styles in
Minnesota, to spend several weeks in
Women's & Men's fine Stockings
study at the famous hospital of .the
Mayo Brothers, known In the medical
world as the "surgeons' surgeons." Dr.
Massie will' return' to Santa Fe about
July .1.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of
the School of American Archaeology,
who has been several months in Central America exploring Mayan ruins,
aid who delivered several very interesting lectures on the subject before
prominent clubs in New York city and
St. Louis, arrived last night from the
; HACK
east H is at th Montezuma hotel.
William Mcintosh will entertain a
crowd ot young people tonight at his
THEODORE CORRICK, Prop.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE
ranch home' west of Mcintosh by a
"Phone Black' 132f
ft dance. Mr. Mcintosh's
ranch has for
years been noted for its hospitality
and this instance will be no exception
to this ' standing rule. Without a
doubt there will be a large crowd In
attendance and everything on the
ranch will be as free as the air to
the guests. Estancia Herald.
.Judge E. R. Wright last week, in
opening district court at Carrizozo,
(Old Sparks Ranch)
complimented Lincoln county, on the
fact that it has not had a murder
since the last term ot court, and the
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
day has eome in New Mexico when
Best of Food
Best of Beds
such a state of affairs Is noteworthy
Cold Pure Spring Water
and unique. However, during that
period there were several "near" mur
No Invalids
$15 a Week
ders in Lincoln county ana it was not
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
for. lack of intent that there were no
The carrying and flourish- kijlings.
Glorieta
Pecos
Write
Telegraph
Ing of deadly weapons is almost as
prevalent in Lincoln county today as
it was in the days of "Billy, the
Kid,"
&
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,

A. MUGLER

which the question of continuing the
war was being so ardently discussed
stood P. Orozco, the crack shot and
famous insurrecto, at one time the
leader of the forces in the field. Orozco had on a pair of riding breeches,
a blue serge coat, cow boy hat and
two belts of cartridges around his
waist. He was a striking figure and
Judging irom his talk he was ready
to strike against for freedom. Peace
with Diaz still as president seemed
to be impossible from his view point,
and he did not mince words in discussing it. Madero, while contending
that Diaz was not elected president of
Mexico, said he hoped for peace if it
would bring fairness at the polls.
Big Mining Deal.
Governor Otero said that he and
his friends went to Juarez afterward
and saw the fortifications of the city.
While in El Paso, the governor at- -'
tended to some private business and
conferred with a number ot mining
men who are said to be interested in
mines ot both Old and New Mexico,

House and Street

I

New Line

$8.00 & $12.00

Linen Crash Suits

Munsons Sun and Tubproof

$5.00 up
$1.50 up

Gingham Dresses
House Dresses

75c to $2.00
$3.50
$5.00

Dressing Sacques
Short

Silk Kimonas

Long Silk Kimonas
Long Crepe Kimonas

$1.65 to $2.50

Kaki Walking Skirts
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
--

White Rep Skirts

The first movement probably will be
the brigade at Galveston, which will
move across Galveston bay to Virginia
Point and "hike" 38 miles overland to
Houston. The bridging of the bay will
be made in a military manner if pos-- .
sible, over pontoons if enough pon- The New Mexican Printing comtoons for the span of two miles of
water can be secured. Otherwise the pany has prepared civil and criminal
troops will be transported in trains dockets especially for the use of Jusover the wooden viaduct, the only con-- tices of the peace. They are especialnection between the mainland and ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
Galveston island.
Xo previous .orders will be promul- good record paper, strongly and durgated concerning the movement, but ably bound, with leather back and
the entire camp will be moved in a covers and canvas sides, hall full
night with all artillery, wagons and index in front and the lees of Justice!
equipment and the dawn of the fol-- j of the peace and constables printed
lowing day will find them on the main-- In full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
land prepared for the march to the are 10
interior. Camp will be pitched in the1 made up in civil and criminal dockets.
vicinity of Houston and the maneuvers separate of 33 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
conducted from here.
Simultaneously, part of the com- book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
mand at Fort Sam Houston may be criminal. To introduce them they are
moved eastward to meet the incoming offered at the following prices
$2.7C
Galveston command, under Brigadier, Civil or Criminal
'
General Mills. This is believed to be Combined Civil and CrinricrJ ., 4.00
the object of the movement for these' For 45 cents additional for a single
wo armies, one of the blue and the docket, or 55 cents additional for a
other brown, to meet. The campaign combination docket, they will be sent
then may last a fortnight, after which by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
the commands will return to Galves- full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
ton and Fort Bam Houston.
printed heading is wanted.
Sham Battle By Troops.
San Antonio,' Texas, May 8. In a
'In the Wake of the Measles.
sham battle participated in by the enThe little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
tire army division here under the
command of Major General Carter, ev- Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.!
'
ery branch of the army service gave The result was a severe cough which
a splendid account of itself. Theoret- grew worse and he could not sleep.
ically, a command of the army was She says: "One bottle of Foley Honey
cut off, isolated at Leon Springs, and Tar Compound completely cured
twenty miles to the northwest. Not him and he has never been bothered
only was this command cut off and in since. Croup, whooping cough, measimminent danger from the enemy in- les cough, all yield to Foley's Honey
tervening, but the infantry was out of and Tar Compound. The- genuine
ammunition.
There was no way to is in the yellow packages always. ReFor sale by all
supply this division with ammunition fuse substitutes.
except by the air men. Those in druggists.
charge of the flying machines distinguished themselves by making many
trips to Leon Springs, carrying from
250 to 400 pounds of ammunition each
; "DUALITY & PURITY"
trip, turning the north flank of the
so.
Both
in
doing
enemy
supposed
the Wright and the Curtiss machines
covered the distance to the Springs
in twenty-fou- r
minutes and at places
where the wind was in their favor
miles an
showed a speed of sixty-fivhour. In addition to this weight of
ammunition, the Wright's machine
carried two men and encountered a!
thirty-fivmile wind on two of the!
trips. But notwithstanding this, the
flights were perfectly successful in
every detail and demonstrated beyond
question the utility of the flying machine in time of actual battle. While
theoretically the enemy was defeated,
the real victory of the various departments of the service was that won
by the airmen.
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Crisp Wholesome Food
EAT

READY-T-

Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to be poured out of the box into the
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
y.
Kookt-Ot- e
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more

X
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourishment and Kookt-Ot- e
represents the best form of oats that has ever
. :
been produced.
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Try a Package
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Arkansas Strawberries

i
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MADERO

BETTER

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

PONGEES

AND FOULARDS

(Continued

strong around the little man who has
risen to dethrone, "Czar" Diaz, dictator of the rich republic for so many
years, but whose reign'ls at an end.
Otero ' returned today
Governor
BUTT BROS. CO.
from El Paso where he held the memorable Interview with Madero and he
DRUGGISTS
expressed the keen pleasure it gave
now
whose
man
name
him to meet th
Phone Red 161
West Side Plaza
is on many tongues. "It was through
the great courtesy of Felix Martinez,
the newspaper publisher of El Paso,
that I was enabled .to meet Mr. Madero," said the governor today, "for
Mr. Martinez gave me a letter of Introduction which brought Mr. Madero CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
out of his camp and up to the line
where we were enabled to talk. I had
SIGN WRITING
been told that if I crossed the line I
to
to
.return
would have
El Paso
First Class Work Guaranteed
through some port, such as Juarez,
a
and the trip might have been

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

Have You Seen BIG BEN?
at him in oar window.
:
world over for $2.50.

Come down and look

i

.

ROCK

Champajne,
Reliable Jeweler
2

Wine

&

A

CRYSTAL CUT GLASS
Water

Glasses

Water Pitchers
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Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY
CARDS
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Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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Santa Fe Water, and Light Company
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WE ARE NOW READY TO

Street

N

Water Tieaters and Percolaters

$
etc.

H. C. YONTZ,

t

309 San Francisco

Orozoo Was There.
"Outside of the little adobe house in

f

is known and sold the ft
new line medium !nrice

He

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
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S ERVICE

EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

I'

From Page One.)

troublesome one.
"Madero and his counsellors
were
then discussing the proposed armistice, for it was on Saturday I saw him.

In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerised. Also for yout
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &

FOR LESS

SENDS HIS THANKS.

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
it

it

e

WIRE

Electric Toasters

:

WE SET THE PACE

1

SOLE AGENTS

.

Prices

1

NIGHT

Hi!:.

.

$2.00
$3.00
$2.50

--

j

j

Superintendent J. E. Clark' of the!
department of public instruction made
a record trip Saturday to Santo Domingo per auto, leaving here at 11
and returning at 4 p. m., stopping one
hour for dinner.
L. B. Farnum, of Farmington, interested extensively in irrigation matters, is at the capitol attending the
hearing on the San Juan water rights
in progress at the office of Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller.
Miss Ruth Laughlin, daughter of
Judge and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, returned yesterday afternoon from California. On her way hack she spent a
few days in Albuquerque where several teas and dances were given in her
honor.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
the University of. New Mexico, who

'

W1

j

FOR
,
I

j

INSURANCE

Summer Dresses

i

Remarkably low figures given on
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
of flowers of high grade for 10
days. Call and be convinced.

'

I

j

v

'

jt
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in

reports

E. J. Hurst of Chicago, a clothing
salesman is at the Palace.
Will Scatter Over Eastern TexE. D. Irons and C. W. Weed, type- They
as During Next Few .Weeks
writer men, are in the city.
of Maneuvers.
A. T. Rogers, Sr., of Las Vegas,
arrived in the city last night.
j
Texas, May S. With the
William R. Hill, a shoe salesman of lullHouston,
in the Mexican situation through!
Kansas City, is at the Palace!
advances for peace from both the!
sales-maG. M.

Your Patronage Solicited
;'
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of pointers from Mr. Hicks while he
was in town this week.
Mr. Hicks
and A. A. Jones are together in the
cattle business and A. A. Jones has
been in Washington City and other
cities looking after the political interest of the firm. , Mr. Hicks informed the reporter that W. J. Bryan,
U. 'S. Seator Owens, of Oklahoma and
A. A. Jones had a conference somewhere in Missouri on the statehood
Missouri
question for New Mexico.
is called the "Show Me State" and
when those tnree men hold a conference in that state on New Mexico's
A Conspiracy.
constitution it means they have to be
The Clipper reporter got a number shown. Cuervo Clipper.

FLASHES

J

G. P. Agent,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

I;Slu

ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

that the Herald will be good from
Still they are drifting back to the now on. Estancia Herald,
best place on earth New Mexico,
Revoke the License,
Hardly a day passes but what a
prairie schooner can be seen wending! No man convicted of the offense to
its way across to a place, dear to the which the proprietor of the Double
true home loving instinct of men that Stamp saloon pleaded guilty In the
have settled this country home.
justice court today is a fit person to
Bard City News.
jbe trusted with a saloon license. The
film of unspeakable filth which was
Ungallant Gallantry.
peddled in this cesspool of vice at the
The action of Governor Colquitt in rate of a nickel a yard, makes it manpardoning an El Paso woman from datory upon the mayor and council to
the penitentiary meets with many ex- revoke the license of this saloon forthThe low fine of $.)0 imposed
pressions of popular approval. Doubt- with.
less there are many women who de- by Judge Richey could almost be paid
serve confinement in state peniten- out of one night's revenue collected
device.
It Is
tiaries, but the thought of their in- by this
carceration is always repugnant to inconceivable in view of the lightness
the principles of true manhood. El of the sentence that the justice personally inspected the actual evidence
Paso Times.
in the case.
But the real remedy lies with ths
. In the Land of Cotton.
The Pecos Valley Echo, published council and we cannot but believe
at Dayton, reports that a total of five that they will vote unanimously to rehundred and eighty acres will be voke the license of the Double Stamp
That is a good saloon and close down th3 entire replanted ;n cotton.
sort, saloon, wine rooms and all.
big acreage for one community to
For some time the place has been
cotton.
The
has
Pecos
in
valley
plant
one
of the most notorious of several
is
cotton
demonstrated that
crowing
street dives.
The city is
a success In this semi-aricountry. Congress
a dive.
If Tucson
TheSacramento valley is not inferior well rid of such
In soil. Alamo- - saloons are to remain ihey must be
to the Pecos
g
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Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo

tence of a wine room in violation of
the territorial law, so supplying the
prohibitionists with more ammunition.
Unless the license is revoked, and
unless the wine rooms are suppressed
so that the people will know that they
are suppressed, there will be a local
option fight on at Tucson with the
minority in favor of the regulated
saloon.
rha prohibition vSiti,manit everywhere has received its greatest impetus, not from the contemplation of
the immorality of the liquor traffic
generally, but from growing indignation at the disregard of the law for

its regulation.
If saloon keepers had always observed such regulations as have been
imposed upon them, their opponents
would be much fewer than they are.
This is a fact which the better
class of saloon keepers and the brewers and distillers began to understand some years ago, and they then
But
undertook a house cleaning.
Mr. whatever progress they have made
looking men in New Mexico.
Montoya must believe this, for we are has now and then been nullified by
in receipt of a year's subscription some such performance as that which
from him for the Daily Herald. We has raised a storm in Tucson. Ariz-

...
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ASK FOR TICKETS

From Santa Fe

m

SANTA FE, N. M.

Coming Back.

WILLIAMS,

M,

m

EDITORIAL

IDonnecta at Colfax with E. P. St 9. W. Ry. train both North' and'Soutn.3
SStage for Van Houten Jf, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves Ute Parte, N, M., for Kllzabethtown. N. M..'at 9;00 a. ra, dally except
uadsys, Fare ti.uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound imttaaie carried f res.
O. & 8. train leaves De Mcines, N, M-- . for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
th at 4:38 a. m,
C, G. DEDMAN,

b

Like All Democratic Arguments.
The city of Phoenix, Arizona, has
just gone Republican by a small majority, electing the entire Republican
city ticket, and this is but another
indisputable evidence of the unfitness
of that portion of Arizona for statehood.
People who don't know any
better than to vote the Republican
ticket during these piping days of
Democratic success and simplicity deserve all the knocks they can get under a Republican administration..

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept. 1st
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Isn't It True?
An Albuqpeniue man remarked last
night that during the history of all
fights for statehood New Mexico had
the weapon by
always furnished
which her admission to the union was
defeated through the personal spite
of some of her
or
own citizens.
He added that generally these New Mexico patriots bobbed up at the eleventh hour when
their words or acts could not be properly refuted by the big majority of
the people of the territory.
Journal.

The Estancia Valley.
For two years we have been trying
to learn the boundaries of the Wil-

Albu-luerqu- e

Wagon Mound Leads.
the last census,
According to
Wagon Mound has a population of
1.973, which shows that this town is
"going some' The town of Roy has
only 605; Mora has 847; Watrous,
303.
Comparing the size of towns,
Wagon Mound has the greatest claim
to the county seat. Roy is in the extreme eastern part of the county and
Mora in the extreme western part
of the county.
Wagon Mound is situated at the exact center of the county.
According to size, location and taxes
paid. Wagon Mound is after that
county seat and intends to get it.
Wagon Mound Pantagraph.

decently.

Tucson

Citizen.

lard Valley, but in vain.
Even inquiries among the people of that village could bring us no light on the
subject. An article in yesterday's
Morning Journal under the Willard
date line gives the information as follows:
"The Willard valley extends
from Moriarty on the north to Torrance on the south, a distance of 70
miles in length, and lies between the
range of Pedernals on the east and
the Manzano mountains" on the west,
a breadth of about 30 miles."
Just
why this should be called the Willard valley after having been known
for centuries as the Estancia valley
is not explained.
But probably it is
about as reliable as other statements
in the same article. For instance one
paragraph speaks of the $0,000,000
school building. The bonds which
were issued to pay for that building
were for $4,000, or one fifteenth hundredth part of the amount claimed. So
probably the Willard valley covers
one fifteen hundredth part of the territory claimed above. The same article claims "about one thousand citizens" for the town. Uncl Sam found
ijllT in the whole Willard precinct,
so probably there are 117 people living in the precinct outside of the village. Estajicia News.

Has Santa Fe Any Such Parents?
Superintendent W. H. Brasher has
had eight warrants gotten out against
Regulation Does Not Regulate.
parents for violating the compulsory
of
New
Mexico.
law
school
The
A
Tucson saloon is sowing seeds
parTICKETS AND RERERVATlONSjAT
ents have placed their children in which in time will mature into a
school. So long as these children re- healthy prohibition sentiment.
That
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION (DEPOT
main in school these parents will not the rest of the saloon keepers are
be prosecuted, but the moment these opposing the planting' shows that
children drop out of school Superin- they are fully alive to the character
tendent Brasher will have their par- of the harvest.
4
Somewhat surreptitiously this saents suffer the full process of the law.
He has made up his mind to see that loon procured through the Democratic
every child between 7 and 14 years reform council a license for a saloon
en- at the corner of Congress and Belknap
before the Territorial Supreme Court. of age in Roswell is in school the
tire nine months. It is very unfortu- streets, a location which It has been
PROFESSIONAL GAUDS
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M nate that some
parents take such lit- the general understanding should be
tle interest in their children that they free from saloons. The council eviHOLT & SUTHERLAND
have to be forced to send them to dently understood it, and the proprieATTORNEYS AT LAW
Attorneys-at-Lators of the saloon understood it, for
school. Roswell Register-Tribune- .
Practice in tje Distri t Court aa
they proceeded stealthily to establish
PAUL A. F. WALTER
well as before the Supreme Court of
a saloon at the forbidden spot.
Mistake Makes Friends.
Attorney-at-LaIn consequence the city is in a
- New Mexice the territory.
Last week the Herald, through the
- Santa Fe,
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. kindness of the New Mexican, receiv- white heat of indignation shared by
ed several cartoons of various promi- all classes. The prohibitionists share
WILLIAM McKEAN
PROBERT & COMPANY ,
nent men in the territory.
Among it because they are opposed to saAttorney-at-LaInvestments
them was the cartoon of Hon. Reed loons anywhere; the saloon keepers
Law.
Land
and
Mining
Holloman of Tucumcari.
Lards, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Under this oppose it because they recognize it as
New Mexico.
Taos,
cartoon was printed a little article on a nail in the coffin of the Tucson
Money Loaned for Investors'
We have for sale general stocks of Hon. Nestor Montoya of Albuquerque. liquor business. Those who favor the
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard Mr. Holloman the other day, asking saloon license system oppose it beMerchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
and other Business Opportunities him if he could use his services in cause the proposed location is out of
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Taos county.
suing the Daily Herald for libel, as bounds.
New Mexico. throughout
Lag Vegas,
he believed Mr. Montoya would be The council has been overwhelmed
Bank References Furnished
On the other hand, with petitions for the revocation of
New Mexico. highly insulted.
Chas. R. Easley. Taos,
Chas. F. Easley.
Mr. Montoya believes he was highly the license and the petitioners accomEASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
complimented and writes that he be- pany .their prayer with a threat that
Attorneys at Law.
and
Physician
Surgeon, lieves in sending the offending editor unless the license shall be revoked,
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary a reward, as he thinks the change a prohibition movement will be begun.
Land Department.
was made in his favor; and believes The agitation over this matter has
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Mr. Holloman- is one of the best resulted in a disclosure of the exis- that
Work
All
of
Kinds
Solicited.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estana
Dentistry Specialty
cia, N. M.
Office: Chas. Closaon's Barn.
Day Phone Black 9.
' E. C, ABBOTT
Vlght Phone, Main 184.
.
Attorney-at-LaPractice In the District and SuHerewith are some bargains offered
Prompt and careful b"
preme Courts.
the New Mexlcan Printing comattention given to all business.
New Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Santa Fe.
Catarrh usually begins1 with irritated, inflamed membranes of the head,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep nose and
throat, from which there is a constant and copious discharge of
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
HARRY D. MOULTON
matter. Nature intends that these membranes shall be nourished by
watery
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code the blood, but waste matters and impurities deposited into these delicate
Pleadings.
$6; the two for $10. parts, sets up inflammation and the discharge is a natural result.
There is
Attorney-at-LaAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws only one way to cure Catarrh, and that is to remove the cause by purifying
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, the blood. Washes, sprays, inhalations, etc., do not reach the circulation,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; and therefore can only afford temporary relief. S. S. S. cures Catarrh by
full leather S3.
Sheriff's
Flexible cleansing the blood of all impure catarrhal matter, and at the same time
Santa Fe, N. M.
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25; building up the system by its unequalled tonic effects.
In other words
two or more books, $1 each.
New S. S. S. cures Catarrh by purifying the blood so that the mucous surfaces
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Surreme Court Reports, Nos. and linings of the body are supplied with healthy nourishment instead of
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Then the inflamed
3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Com- being continually irritated from the catarrhal impurities.
pilation Corporation Lavs. 75 c. Com- membranes heal, the discharge is checked, head noises cease, the stomach is
O. W. PRICHARD
pilation Mining Laws, "0 c Money's toned up, and the throat is no longer clogged with mucus. Boole on Catarrh
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, fuD and any medical advice desired, free. S. S. 8. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Snd gives special attention to cases sheep, 16.60; full list school blanks.

HID S THE SYSTEM
. OF CATARRH

.

What

the Classic

Spirit Means

in

Art.
The classic spirit is the disinterested search for perfection; it is the love
of clearness and reasonableness and
it is, above all, the love
of permanence and of continuity. It
asks of a work of art, not that it shall
be novel or effective, but that it shall
be fine and noble. It seeks not merely to express individuality or emotion
but to express disciplined
emotion
and individuality restrained by law.

It strives for the essential rather
than the
the
eternal
accidental,
rather than the momentary loves
impersonality more than personality,
and feels more power in the orderly
succession of the hours and the seasons than in the violence of earthAnd it loves to
quake or of storm.
steep itself in tradition.
It would
have each new work connect itself in
the mind of him who sees it with all
the noble and lovely works of the past
bringing them to his memory and
making their beauty and charm a
part of the beauty and charm of the
work before him.
It does not deny
originality and
individuality they
are as welcome as inevitable.
It
does not consider tradition as immutable or set rigid bounds to invention.
But it desires that each new presentation of truth and beauty shall show
us the old truth and the old beauty,
seen' only from a different angle' and
colored by a different medium.
It
wishes to add link by link to the chain
of tradition, but it does not wish to
break the chain.
The Classic Spirit, as I understand
it, and wish to present to you, has lit
tle to do with the
"classic
school" founded
by Jacques Louis
David
Indeed, this spirit seldom was
lacking in the art of me world before
his advent.
Until the end of the
eighteenth century the stream of tra
dition in the art of painting was con
tinuous, and even the most powerful
individualities and the most romantic
temperaments stood but little aside
from it. From "The Classic Spirit in
Painting," by Kenyon Cox, in the May
Scribner.
.

"Mars

and Venus," America's First
Veronese.
The acquisition by the Metropolitan
Museum of a first-rat- e
example of
Paolo Cagliari, called Veronese', is an
event of much greater significance
than the mere addition of one more
fine epicture to the Museum's collect
ions.
For this1 mctura of "Mars
and Venus bound by Cupid" is not
only the single authentic work bv that
master in any American public collec
tion; it is, so far as I know, the onlv
really representative work, in anv of
our public collections, by an import
ant master of the high Renaissance
In' Italy.
Our museums are pretty-wel- l
filled with good modern works,
and we have, for some time, had a
fair opportunity to study in them the
art of Holland and of Flanders. With
in certain limits of size and subject,
Hals and Rembrandt are well renre- sented. The Metropolitan's Vermeer
is a capital examuls. and its Van
Dyk as fine as anything existing. Ru- nens is less well shown, but his
great hunting piece is very characteristic.
There are also, in the Metropolitan and other collections, a great
many interesting primitive and
Italian works, some of them
of great beauty and charm.
Rut now.
for the first time, a student of paint
ing, unable to cross the ocean, may
gather some idea of the nower and
splendor of the Renaissance

MAY 8, 1911.

Faint ?

Have you weak heart, dizzy feelings, oppressed
breathing after meals p Or do you experience pain
over the heart, shortness of breath on going
and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
poor circulation and bad blood? A heart tonic.
blood and
that has stood the test of
over 40 years of cures is
rs

body-build-

Dr. Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery
The heart becomes regular as clock-worThe red
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
nerves in tum are well fed. The arteries are filled
with good rich blood. That is why nervous debility,
irritability, fainting spells, disappear and are overcome by this alterative extract of medicinal roots
PUt UD bv Dr. Pierce without thn nix lt alnnhnl.
Ask yur neighbor. Many have been cured of
scrofulous conditions, ulcers, "fever-soreswhite swellings, etc., by taking
Dr. Pierce s Discovery. Just the refreshing and vitalizing
tonic needed for
excessive tissue waste, in convalescence from fevers or for
anemic,
People. Stick to this safe and sane remedy and refuse all
"just
1 V
is
tor
a
looKing
u",cr
larger profit. Noth- ing will do you half as much good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
,"

run-dow-n,

i

of 11 to 4. This game was a hard
contested one until tbet 8th inning
when a number of costly errors on
the part of the Cerrillos boys netted
the winning runs for the college. The
Ceirillos boys showed great pluck and
even when things looked blackest for
them they did not give up, but continued to play with great zeal until
the last ball had been thrown.
The
pitcher for Cerrillos fanned three men
and gave free transportation to but
one. Tha College
pitcher,
GareH,
fanned 6 men and let three walk. The
College boys played the game for all
that was in it. They outplayed the
visitors to a man, and but very few
errors were made on their side. This
makes three straight victories for the
College within the last two weeks.
The boys of the College headed by
the athletic directory have subscribed
to give the pitcher, Garcia, a valuable
present for his excellent work in the
recent game at Albuquerque between
the University and the San Miguel
boys. The game yesterday was attended by a large audience and everyone seemed to be highely pleased at
the showing made by the college. The
decisions of the umpire F. DuChanis
were clean cut and both teams seemed
to be fully satisfied.
INTERESTING TRIP TO
CLIFF DWELLERS'

each company was
assigned a certain
section of the town in which to make
war on the weeds, and when the
work was dons, a committee decided
which had done the best work. Three
days later there was not a weed In

the streets or alleys in the town and
the boys have decided to continue
their organization.
But this is not
the best thing that has grown out of
this effort.
Other cities' got a cue
from this work and now there is talk
of making the boys organization for
weed cutting purposes state wide.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
E. J. Hunt, Chicago;
E. McQueen
Gray, Albuquerque; Will R. Hill, Kan
sas City; Max L. Kohn, Pueblo; G.
M. Graham, Chicago; J. S. Coppedge.
Denver; R. D. Falls, St. Louis; E. C.
Hall and family, Antonito, Colo.; Lee
S. Milien, Washington, D. C, Holmes
Hutchinson, Ralph Fluck, El Paso;
Miss Collert. Carlsbad; L. J. Chapman, Trinidad; D. H. Carey, Denver;
Mrs. J. P. Lane, Newton, Kas.; S. M.
Davis, Ardmore, Okla.; George Marsh,
city; A. Weiler, New York; L. B. Curtis, Trinidad; H. C. Allen, Denver:
L. B.

Furman, Farmington.

RUINS.

Montezuma.
A. J. Casner and Mrs. Casner, R.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway on Exploration Trip
Cobbett, City; A. M. Edwards, Farmin Pajarito Park.
W.
ing; W. Goff Black; Aztec; J.
Hoppe, E. W. Daniel, Alamosa; T. B.
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Conway, and Catron, Mrs. C. C. Catron, City; Mr.
Mrs. Dora I. Stewart, Mrs. Conway's and Mrs. F. J. La van, City; J. H.
aunt, of Arkansas City, Kansas, re Sothern, Lake Valley; T. W. Hanna,
turned last evening from a three days' A. J. Holmes, Lamy; R. P. Morris,
trip, in the historic cliff dwellings, Denver; Aldo Leopold, Albuquerque;.
twenty-fiv- e
miles north of Santa Fe. Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hoover, Mr. and
They visited the ruins in the Rito Mrs. T. P. Jacobs, Harvey Oatman,
de Los Frijoles canon, the Pajarito Max B.
Krouse; A. B. Bumgardner,
Park canon, and the Alamo canon. Theodore
Espe, City; A. T. Rogers,
had
most
a
They report having
delight- Sr., Las Vegas; R. M. Mannheimer,
ful trip, and one that proved most InCincinnati; S. H. Darby, L. Day, Arteresting, especially to Mrs. Stewart, thur Ponsford, Denver; Leroy Drake,
who declares it to be the very best
Earl Drake, Edith Drake, Ponce City,
and most instructive of all her trips.
Okla.; W. S. Brown, E. F. Brown, Los
was
the guide on the
Gregorio Padilla
Angeles; Edgar L. Hewett, City; A.
trip, and his services proved most T.
Hannett,

Syracuse.

valuable as he has a thorough knowledge of the country and Its surroundings, and made it possible for the
party to find the hiding places of ancient pottery, and other valuable In
dian relics. On their return they came
by way of San Udefonso Indian pueb
lo, and Mr. Conway states that everything in the crop line is looking
splendid in the San Udefonso and the
Pojoaque valleys, and that the farm
ers are looking for a bumper crop
this year. Next Wednesday the party
leaves for an automobile jaunt to the
Tano Pueblo Indian ruins, on the San
Cristobal grant, and will be guests of
Hon. B. F. Pankey, during their stay
on his beautiful ranch.

Coronado.
J. S. Thompson, City; F. J. Holly,
Clovis; R. McKenzie, C. Rochester,
City; E. D. Irons, Charles W. Wild,
Los Angeles; Bias Duran; J. S. Cow,
Mrs. S. Hollen, Silver City.

,

CONVALESGEHTS
After a long wasting illness, convalescents require nourishing food that
will not overtax the digestive functions and in the way of a strength-restorinand vitality-makintonic,
we know of nothing. that equals Vinol,
our delicious cod liver and iron tonic
(without oil.)
Vinol creates an appetite,
good digestion and helps the
daily food to make rich blood, form
flesh, strong muscles and impart new
life and vitality to every organ in the
body. We ask those who need a
strength and flesh building tonic restorative to call at "our store and get
a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that if it does not help them we
will refund their money without question. Capital Pharmacy.
g

g

GETTING SCHOOL BOYS
TO CUT WEEDS.
in Small
Towns of
. on
Texas That Ought to Spread Into

Movement

New Mexico.

Dallas, Texas, May 8 Weed cutting
in many cities in Texas has taken a
new turn.
Some time ago the school
boys In a small Texas town organized
a number of
companies,
each one with officers to direct. To
weed-cuttin-

e

sua

g

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS J
SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,
LOS ANGELES,

OAKLAND,
It is perhaps fortunate . that Vero
nese should be the particular artist
'
14,
12,
13,
May, 12, 13, 14,
May,
to give to us our first tintroductlon
J
to the circle of great Italians of the
sixteenth century, for no other master forms so natural a transition from
5AN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
w
the .Northern art n nu
was, in fact, the historical transition,
One way via Portland or Seattle. May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31
being vastly admired by Rubens and
bis successors and vastly influential
upon nim.
Indeed. h haa nlwavs
been greatly nioreVadmired by the v
Return Limit, July 31st, 1911
The
painters than by the critics.
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"
critics have generally nlaced him in
the second rank of masters the
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
painters have always placed him
among the very first of ths first rank.
His peculiar glory is to have comli. S. LUTZ, Afent.
bined the monumental and decorative
Santa Fe, N. M,
beauty and the sense of style which
characterizes Italian art with the
sheer painter-likpower or representation and manipulation more common in the North, and to have done
AUTO CO;, ROSWELL, N. M.
this in a degree unparalleled by any ROSWELL
other ;. master. From
"Veronese's
'Mars and Venice' at the Metropolitan
Museum," in the Field of Art of the
Carrying the XT. S. mall and pasto
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
May Scribners.
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage
Roswell, N. M connecting with the at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs.
ST. MICHAEL'S DEFEATS
We are equipped to carry any kind
CERRILLOS 11 TO 4. EH Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Visitors Were Plucky and Game Was
rates are given for excur
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar- Special
Clean-Cu- t
From Start to
tor
sions,
eight or more passengers.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Finish.
Leaves Roswell at 12: SO a- - m ar- For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
The baseball game on the College rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
campus yesterday between Los Cer
rillos and the College boys resulted
in a victory for the latter by a score

$49.15

$50.90

i

$68.35

e

a

J W. S.TOCKARD,

MANAGER
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"THE TRAGEDY OF MACBETH."
(Continued From

Page On.)

tention of the audience on the conduct
of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth after
the murder.
There was a vivid contrast.
The man, having broken
through the first barrier, now grows
reckless and is ready to commit a
dozen or more murders to bolster up
He is the calloused one
his cause.
Renow.
Not so with the woman.
morse is writen in bright letters on
her forehead. She was so strong before the deed was done, now, loses
sleep over it; she grows weak,

nsr-vou- s,

begin in the next ten or fifteen days.
Early berries such as black berries
and dew berries have been on the
market for the past two weeks and it
is said that Texas has never seen such
a crop of the wild variety as is present this year. Many of the large
ranches particularly those to the
southward, are clouded in places with
the ripening berries and hundreds of
Mexicans, both men and women, are
employed to pick them. Many car
load shipments have been sent northward, but it is estimated that the crop
is so large this year, due to abundant
of it will
rain, that at least
go to waste.
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(In the National Guard Magazine.
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THE ARMORY

AT

SANTA FE.

BASEBALL

8

New York
Boston
Chicago

...

Philadelphia
Washington
Cleveland
St. Louis

8
9

9
9
10
13
16

Western League.
L.

Pet

12

3

8

4

.800
.667
.538
.538
.600
.500
.286
.067

W.
Sioux City

Wichita

6
Lincoln
7
Denver
'.. 7 6
6
St. Joseph
9
Omaha
8 ' 8
4 10.
Topeka
Des Moines
2 14
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

American

fSsststmds

I

$3.006.50.'
Kansas City,

Mo., May 8.

1

Mi

9i

LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., May 8. Cattle Receipts 21,000.
Market steady to
shade up. Beeves $5.00 6.55; Texas
steers $4.C55.G0; western steers
stockers and feeders
$4.805:60;
?4.005.45; cows and heifers $2.40
5.65; calves $4.506.75.
Market
Hogs Receipts
36,000.
generally 10 cents up. Light $5.S0
6.20; mixed $5.S$6.10; heavy $5.65
6.00;
rough ?3.G55.80; good to
choice heavy, $5.806.00; pigs $3.65
6.10; bulk of sales $5.906.05.
Market
Sheep Receipts
25,000.
steady. Natives ?3.004.70; western
$3.254.75;
yearlings
$4.505.50;
lambs, native $t.25G.4C; western

THE ARMORY

Cleveland

at

St. Louis.

YESTERDAY'S

LAS VEGAS.

AT

Cattle-Rec- eipts

and feeders
calves

bulls $4.005.00;

calves

$4.00

'
1

$4.75
$4.00

Uln l it

m

1

western

6.75;

GAMES.

Receipts 9,000; Market 10
cents higher. Bulk of sales $5.80
5.95; heavy $5.805.90; packers and
butchers $5.808.95; lights $5.85

..,

i

gnaafrtfff

THE ARMORY AT ROSWELL.

Sheep Receipts
Market
12,000.
10 to 15 cents higher. Muttons $3.60
4.50; lambs $5.006.25; fed wethers
and yearlings $4.005.56; fed west-

1

ern $3.604.25.

PROMINENT DENVERITES
KILLED IN AUTO SMASH.
Denver, Colo., May 8. Edmund F.
Richardson, a prominent attorney of
American Association.
this city, who was one of the counsel
Milwaukee, 4; Toledo, 2.
for the defense in the famous
Minneapolis, 3; Louisville, 5.
trial in Idaho four years
St. Paul, 0; Columbus, 2.
and
Horace
ago,
Granfiekl, New York,
Kansas City, 1; Indianapolis, 11.
a wealthy mining man with large interests in this state, were killed near
Coast League.
Louisville
Junction, twenty miles
Sacramento, 8; Oakland,2. (Morn- north of here
when an automobile in
ing game.)
which they were riding plunged down
Sacramento, 4; Oakland, 8. (After-no- an embankment. Both men were
game.)
crushed under the heavy machine
Los Angeles, 4; San Francisco, 5.
Granfield was instantly killed. Rich(First game.)
ardson died on a train on which he
Los Angeles, 5; San Francisco, 13. was
being brought to Denver.
(Second game.)
Vernon, 4; Portland, 3.
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and
Southern League.
remove the poisons that cause backNew Orleans, 4; Montgomery, 6.
and
ache, headache, nervousness,
Birmingham, 5; Mobile, 1.
other kidney and bladder ailments.
Memphis, 5; Nashville, 3.
For sale by all druggists.
Moyer-Haywoo-

.
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past eight days; the first shipment
having been made on May 1. While
it Is not unusual for that section of
country to ship canteloupes to the
northern market by the first of May,
there is something unusual in the fact
that the land on which some of these
were grown Is actually producing Its
fourth crop since March 1, 1910. The
crops In order were as follows: Sweet
corn, beans, fall vegetables taken
from the fields In December last, and
It Is said by those facanteloupes.
miliar with the melons shipped that
the production is as fine as the famous Rocky Ford is and brings the
highest price in the larger cities of
the north and east. Last year the valley was in the market early in May
with watermelons and one resident
boasted of roasting ears the first Sunday in May. ' This year the roasting
ear record has been broken and several localities in the valley have been
shipping this table delicacy northward
for the past ten days, where It retails at the fancy price of sixty cents
- a dozen.
The same price prevails in
this city for valley grown sweet corn
and It is offered for sale at all the
market stalls. Just south of this city
a melon farmer who hag made a specialty of the business for a number of
year says that prospects Justify the
belief that he will net 10O per acre
on his crop this year., VSnipmenta will

"

Coal Land.
May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pinDelgado de Gonzales, of Santa
Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
made homestead entry. No.
for Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before 'Register or Receiver,
U. S, Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
a

J

the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

o

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdi
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday.. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President
C.

J. NEIS,
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Silence Often Valuable.
Some of our modern
advertising
writers hardly appreciate the value of
an occasional silence.
Shakespeare
understood this, and you will note in
"Macbeth" after the king is killed how
effectively these silences are used.
But some actors forget these silences
some ad. writers forget to
just
leave enough white paper.

9210-0738-

4

j

Printers' Ink Pays.
Sedan, way out in Chatauqua county, Kansas, has a population of only
1,000, but that didn't prevent J. H. Edwards, the leading merchant, from
spending $2,200 in advertising last
year. Mr. Edwards went to Sedan a
few years ago with practically nothing, and now owns a big store, a new
home, a' farm, automobile and a fine
team, and claims the success of his
businea was made possible by liberal
advertiilng,' mostly in the newspaper.

THE ARMORY AT LAS CRUCES.

Notice for Publication.
THE FIRST. Department of the Interior,

Lower Rio Grande Valley is Already
Shipping Canteloupes to
Eastern Markets.
Brownsville, Texas, May s. Express
shipments of canteloupes have been
going out of the lower Rio Grande
valley, particularly from the vicinities
of Mission and Brownsville, for the

?
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Santa Fe Lodge or
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

Queer Japanese Ads.
S. SPITZ, 31
f
advertisements
8oroe
Japanese
Venerable Master.
quoted in the new review, Japan et HENRY F.
STEPHENS, 32
Belgique, possess a wealth of imagery
Secretary.
unknown to the western advertiser. A
Tokyo draper announces that "our
B. P. O. E.
goods are sent to customers' houses,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
with the speed of a shot from a rifle."
460, B. P. O. E. holds
A grocer proclaims his vinegar to bs
its regular session on
"more bitter than the gall "of the most
And a
the secjud and fourth
diabolical of mothers-in-law.of each
Wednesday
largo multiple store displays a poster
month. Visiting broth
inscribed: "Why not visit our shops?
ers are invited and
We can satisfy every possible want of
welcome.
yours. Everyone of our assistants is
as complaisant and obliging as a faA. J. FISCHER,
ther Who seeks to dispose of a dower-les- s J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
daughter. You will be as welaftof
sunshine
come as a ray
coming
er a day of ceaseless rain." London
Chronicle.

n

f

Your advertising can be orig- Inal, clever, different, without
balng freakish. Freak advert!- sing attract attention to its pe-culiarity and not to the goods
It advertises. Brains.

6.00.

Lincoln, 3.
2; Omaha, 1.
Denver, 6.
10; Des Moines, 4.

,

mil-lifn-

Hogs

Western League.

MARCH

r

5.00.

American League.
Cleveland, 6; St. Louis, 2.
Detroit, 5; Chicago, 4.

FOUR CROPS SINCE

five-roo-

mall-orde-

Steers $4.756.00; western cows $3.25

National League.
Cincinnati, 8; Pittsburg, 4.
St. Louis, G; Chicago, 5

Wichita, 6;
St. Joseph,
Topeka, 7;
Sioux City,

stockers

6.00;
5.75;
5.00;

Philadelphia at Washington.

y

mall-orde-

Market strong to 10
cents higher. Native steers $5.25?5
southern steers $4.255.7o";
6.25;
southern cows and heifers $3.25
4.75; native cows and heifers $3.00

League.

r
FOR SALE Furniture and ho'ise- One of Chicago's Llg
sup-nlhouses cleared, in profits, in 1910 thold goods. Apply S2S Water st.
J7,00').0jO, so it will be seen that they
are not !n business merely for the
FOR SALE Household goods and
accommodation of the public, but furnishings at 201
Gallsteo street
listen:
Call at any time.
How do these houses
reach the
people?
LOST Gold rim eye glasses. SaturIsn't It by advertising?
Reward for return to
day evening.
Yes, you will have to admit or exMiss Atkinson.
pose your ignorance.
will frankly
Country
FOR RENT A
house on
admit that this Is the way it is done, De Vargas st., furnished or unfurnishand yet, withhold
their advertise- ed. Apply to M. A. Ortiz.
ments from the local paper, which
stands between them and ti mailFOR RENT Modern brick house,
order house, and allow the big cclioern
to talk to their customers in print day beautiful rooms, bath, large yard, fine
22S
Agua
in and day out through the magazines location, $1G per month.
ard farm and family journals, an1 Fria St. J. W. Dudrow.
never say a word in their own defense
or in support cf their goods or prices
typewriter's.
throufih their medium, the home pa- Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
per, which is as eagerly read by their platens furnished. Ribbons and supcustomers as are the magazines car- plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
rying the advertisements of the mail- and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
order houses continually.
typewriters guarWhen country merchants wake up anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exto the fact that every dollar's worth change. Phone 231.
of goods sold by
concerns
is the direct result of continuous adri'BI.IC LAND SCRIP Scrip will
vertising, then take up the same meth- pass title to government land
without
ods, systematically and persistently,
residence or cultivation.
ettlement,
soon
will
the
be
they
goods Title to
selling
unsurveyed land cannot bo
used by the people In their territory
procured in any other manner.
By
and the M. O. concerns will be forced use
of scrip costly, tedious and danto quit business for lack of support
gerous contests may be averted. Write
Country merchants have a system of
today for full particulars. Fen S.
'
r
a
with
out, usually
dropping
210 Fleming
Bldg., Phoenix,
of
absent
little '"&Q?--e"
ad.,
Arizona.
"a,
oat
oft&Ei
Vriptive of goods
prices,
of season at "cu prices," while the
r
concern will carry a liberal-size- d
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
advertisement, prices and goods
the
reasonable; the journal carrying
advertisement finds its way to the
MASONIC.
homes of the local man's customers
Montezuma
Lodge
and is Vocca c&fAitti TtWi lli adverNo. 1, A. F. & A. M.
tisement in the home paper, if any.
Regular communiand right there the decision Is made of
cation
first Monday
a
has
O.
M.
The
to
house
whom
buy.
of each month at
new and tempting offer every time
Masonic Hall at
the journal Is received; but the home
7.30.
merchant allows the home paper to
II. H. DORMAX,
nter the same homes and his store
Master
not represented only occasionally.
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.
When business becomes dull the M.
O. house jumps into the journals with
Santa Fe Chapter No.
targer and more attractive ads. than
at other times; when business gets
l, K. A. M. Regular
convocation second
dull the home merchant drops out all
Monday of each month
his ads. in the local paper, leaving it
r
at Masonic Hall ar.
fellows and his
all to the
7:30 p, m.
customers.
JOHN H. WALKER.
Not one man in ten in business in
small towns knows the value of adH. P.
vertising, or how or when to do It, ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and why simply because they do not
give this most important matter any
Santa Fe Commander
attention, and just as long as they do
No. 1, K. T. Regular
r
not, just so long will the
conclave fourth Mons
hiiuses prosper and pile up their
day in each month at
in profits and sell their goods
Masonic Hall at 7:30
rigbt under the nose of the retailer,
p. m.
and 95 per cent, of the latter go broke
CHAS. A. WHEELON. R. C
annually. H. F. Broadbent, In the W. E.
GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
McLouth (Kan.) Times.
mall-orde-

7,000.

National League.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
New York at Boston.

WANTS

Hil-dret- h,

....

Detroit

Mail-Orde-

mail-orde-

8

.904
.529
.526
.500
.500
.444
.381
.200

Leading Cause of Big Profits Made by
r
Houses Example for
Country Merchants.

2

MARKETREPORT

MONEY AND METALS.
8.
Call
New York. N. Y.. May
reads there."
money 2
per cent; prime mercan
At the conclusion of the lecture Dr. tile paper 3
per cent: Mexican
Gray was warmly
applauded and it dollars 45; amalgamated G3; sugar
was evident that the conclusion of 117
Great
bid; Atchison 110
the series of lectures given in the Northern, pfd. 126
New York CenNorthern Pacific
University Extension Course, was ac- tral 106
bid;
companied by a sigh of regret from 177.1-2- ;
steel 74
preferred 119.
Santa Feans, who greatly enjoyed all
New York, N. Y., May 8 Lead
of them.
dull tl.40fI4.50:
standard coDDer
dull; Spot $11.6511.7o; siver 53
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, R
8.
111., May
Wheat, July
Sept. 87
Chicaeo. 111.. May 8. The close was
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
a net loss of
easy with July at 88
National League.
Corn July 51
Sept. 525-8- .
W. L. Pet.
was
close
The
weak
at 51 3
5
.750
15
Philadelphia
under Saturday night,
July,
t 6 .6G7 forOats
Pittsburg
.6G7
July 32
6
12
Sept
New York
Pork July 10.07
No Sept.
9
.550
11
Chicago
Lard July 8.15 8.17
8
.429
Sept.
7
Cincinnati
.333 8.25.
7 14
Boston
.2G7 Ribs
4 11
July 8.05; Sept. 7.97
St. Louis
WOOL MARKET.
.263
5 14
Brooklyn
St. Louis, Mo., May 8. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediAmerican League.
ums 1517; medium fine 1315; fine
W. L. Pet 11 12.
2

ADVERTISING

merr-hant-

Shakespeare

19
9
10
9
9
8
8
4

IN

mail-orde-

one-thir- d

does
"Again
desppndent.
wonderful
show his
knowledge of human character," said
the lecturer, "display his ability to
look into the human heart of both
man and woman and tell what he

HAVE FAITH

4

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets

and Fourth ThursDelgado's
days,
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
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Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
Agustln Montoya, Jose Ortiz y Pino,
all of Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

,.,y.

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Coal Land. I
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby triven that OnrncUn
Gonzales, of Santa .Fe, N. M., who, on
i06 made homestead entry
Apru
No.
for SW
NE
NW
4
K
SB
N. 2 SW
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year nrnnf. to es
tablish claim to the land above de- -

tm

a

yVgil

THE ARMORY AT ALBUQUERQUE.

a,

9211-0738-

4

1--

1--

1--

n

w.1

V.

five-yea-

sen Dea, before register or receiver, U.
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 6th day of July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses r
Jose N. Gonzales. Estanislao Pn.
Aeustin Montoya. and Jos a rrt) v
Pino, all of Gallsteo. N. M.

4

Register.

l

Register.

onf tare that Laura Jean Libber

MANUEL R. OTERO,
,

Plainness and Simplicity.
Farmer.
Plainness. Is appreciated everywhere
not abrupt plainness, but clean cut,
Notice for Hunllcatlon.
well put together, simplicity, which
the
intellectual
welcomed
by
be Department of the Interior,
is
cause they are always simple, and by
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
the Ignorant because their underU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
standing can grasp it.
April 27, 1911.
NOTICE is hereby given that FranRemember This.
cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M.,
Greet every customer as soon as he
comes In. If you cannot wait on him who, on April 18, 100C, made homefor SE
at once, at least find out if possible stead entry. No.
Section 32, Township
16 N.,
what he wants so as not to keep him
Rane 11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
waiting needlessly
filed notice of intention to make Fir
nal
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Following the Seasons.
Some grief for a Joy that is lost
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
We'd tra-ias each Beason discloses.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
St summer we're sighing tor frost
And In winter we hoOcer for roses.
the 23rd day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witness: Jesus
Gonzales y Roybal,
Tiburclo MonPerplexities of History.
toya, Esqulbel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
ady Godiva was in despair.
"I'd be perfectly willing to do it," N, M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
she cried, with wild, staring eyes, "to N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Ptaue my cruel husband,
if I were
'

TMB ARMORY AT 8ILVER CITY.
.

woald approve."
tftlll she took that memnnhla rtda.

ud

all

majekJAd

uolajided.

If you want anything on
a New Mexican Want AsV

cam tr
.
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is only a little Shetland pony the constitutional convention.
Qfllllin HQ Bl Mayday.
lIHILl ilUURU UP.
I; 1 inches h,Sh. She is as black and Fire Destroys Clovis Residence
I All V

,1

MMiMiiBaHr
'

GROCERY and BAKERY

r

MONDAY,

named on account of being born on nal, who represented Curry county in up to prevent the insurrectos using other cars that may be
jealous of the
them as a barricade. A second truce record made by Mr. Winter's Buick."
-bearer was sent from the insurrecto
(risky as wild ponies in the moun- - Fire destroyed the five room residence side.
MR. HOOVER BUYS.
ta"'s anQ yel wm eat sugar out 01 of C. S. Fitzhugh at Clovis.
Field Piece in Action.
MR. PRATT'S INTEREST.
flip h.nri Vf a v ist tho pvclncivo urnn.
8.
El
Paso,
A
was
Curfield
A
Little
May
At
St.
piece
Vrain,
Windy
Santa Fe, X. M., May 8.
of little Theodore Roosevelt Ar--j ry
into
trty
action
federals
brought
the
was
by
county, last week, Henry Barry
The weather for Xew Mexico
New Manager of Capital City Pharmamijo, son of George W. Armijo.
blown from a roof during the wind and fired twice but without effect.
is fair tonight and Tuesday
of
Record
Company
Shooting
F,
cy Comes Here From Raton
and
was
and
unconscious,
up
warmer
picked
weather in east
with
!the New Mexico National Guard, be Victor Sals was
Is Native of Chicago.
WINTER'S
BUICK
BREAKS
a
injured through
portion tonight.
gan its high score shooting yesterday roof
ANOTHER
RECORD.
blowing from its mooring3 and
near the city and will do so each SunW. G. Hoover is the new manager
landing on his hands. the
meet
at
until
day
Perry.
camp
Made
to
of
of
the Capital City Pharmacy. This
Rito
Trip
de
Edge
los
Wmdow Glass put in at GOEBELS. where tne ones who get tne highest
was made known today when W. D.
Frijoles and Looks Upon House
PRESIDENT DIAZ WILL RESIGN.
The Padre, one of Selig s best dram- - scores wiu eo to renresent Commnv
of the Ten Alders.
Pratt, the former manager stated
us.
Tonight at the Elks.
j F.
High scores were made yesterday
Continued
that he solS out his interest to Mr..'
from
One.
Page
FOR SALE Entire lot of
230 by Lieut. Fernley Wiley and Quarter- The
lines
are
Hoover, but added that he will retaken
from
following
Chickens at 75 cents.
Otto master Sergeant Harry Hogle.
Mrs,
with the business for the presmain
federforward
in
the
a
the
and
leaf
forced
and
diary kept by Judge
Retsch.
A big laugh is Father Against His pushed
als to flee for their trenches. The Mrs. A. J. Abbott at the Ten Alders, ent. It is said that Mr. Pratt will then
can tne capital City Dairy, phone will, and Betty Rolls along.
They trenches soon were abandoned and Rito de los
take a long awaited vacation. Mr.
Frijoles:
Black 188, when in need of milk and are at the Elks tonight,
the
Pratt has many friends here who will
with
took
insurrectos
Z.
and
possession
his
excellent
wife
"T.
Winter
a
a
cream. Surnlua
.
,
always nn Tinnri
vaifad
mvi c nwiwo
iiiu urf wild shouts of joy.
and daughter, Helen, accompanied by regret to see him depart, but at the
Santa Fe Team Defeated The San- - Carter cars is vwiiiniy-soon to break loose in
In the meantime, General Madero, Miss Elsie Jacobs and E. H. Brooks as same time they will welcome his sucta Fe team was defeated by a score of Santa Fe. The E. M. F. cars are also
rode to the front and per- guide, broke the record today by drop- cessor.
himself,
5
to
j!)
at Albuquerque yesterday by forging to the front here and. among
most
of the rebels to turn ping in upon us in Mr. Winter's autosuaded
Mr. Hoover is a native of Chicago
j the
j those who will use them are Governor
Albuquerque Grays.
Will Meet Tonight The Santa Fe Mills, S. G. Cartwright and County back. Some, however, had ventured mobile. It is the first time that an and is a young businessman of promso
to Juarez that they hardly automobile has made the trip from ise. He has been for some months in
(Medical Society will meet tonight in Commissioner I. Sparks. It is said couldclose
be
reached.
The insurrecto loss Santa Fe to the canon del Rito de los Raton as manager of the Schroeder
Comrooms
of
who
Chamber
the
of
jthe
the E. M. F. car manufacturers
merce. Dr. J. M. Diaz will read a have an office in Denver will send on was reported at headquarters as two Frijoles. It is needless for us to re- drug store and comes here well recwhile three federals were cord in our diary the pleasure we have ommended.
paper.
a demonstrator to show the fine points wounded,
New and interesting program at of the cars to those who are unfam- known to fall early in the fire. Three experienced from this visit of .our
men on the American side of the good friends and the delight of having
CHINA WILL BAR
"The Padre," Mam-- j iliar with the machines.
j the Elks tonight.
line were reported to have been hit, an automobile penetrate the wilderOPIUM FROM INDIA.
ray's Ghost,'' "Father Against His
Fan
Got;
This
Although one of them Antonio Garcia, dying ness and stand upon the cliff over
Mosquitos
i
Show at a
Will," "Betty Rolls Along."
he could 'not or did not "fan" an hour later.
fan,
house
the
Ten
of
the
Alders,
S o'clock.
looking
sufficiently to eScane the horde of
The American troons were lined nniMr. Winter is certainly entitled to Signs Agreement With Great Britain
i The Woman's
Home Missionary So- to Suppress Traffic in the
ball
visited
which
the
.mosquitos
American shore, but several great credit for the courage exercised
ciety of the St. John's M. E. church,' mntlriB flt. Albumiermie yesterday along the
Deadly Drug.
we
what
ln
frem
the
and
were
officers
making
times
ordered
their
trip,
by
will hold a regular social and devo-- j ...,,
ame of the sea
tll. nnenin
in the
tional meeting at the home of Mrs. son between the Duke City and the to get under cover of the high rail- - have learned there was no one
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
road bed near the shore. The firing company that did not use pick, shovel (By Special
V. B. Sloan, on Hillside avenue Tuese
May 8. The
Santa Feans was played. One San- practically ceased about 1 o'clock
Peking,
remove
to
hammer
obstruc
or
sledge
andj
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
for the immediate reducta Fean complains that the "skeeters" all was quiet at the Madero headquaragreement
knock
from
the
the
tions
and
path
Nestor Armijo is Dead Nestor Ar...
punctured his neck in many places ters.
high centers out of the highway. It tion and final extinction of the imrmijo, aged S2 years, i a wealthy and and that he did not know
was a veritable case of "hitting the portation of Indian opium to China
anything
Insurrectos in Juarez.
well known resident of the Mesllla
until after the deeds we're
about
it
and opening the way forjW'as signed today
dis
El Paso, Texas, May 8. While a high places"
valley, dropped dead from heart
done. Santa Feans may feel grateful
ease at Las Cruces. Justo R. Armijo
so far have not seen flag of truce messenger was approachof Albuquerque, is a brother and Mrs. that mosquitoes.
ing the fighting army, the insurrectos
of
this city.
the
.'visiting
propriety
Manuel Yrissarri is a sister. His es- got into Juarez and a force of
Grand Jury at Roswell The terri- - had
The
' torial grand jury at Roswell returned them surrounded the bull ring.
raotor
Motor Truck, Ordered- -A
s
!
hillo anil six "no bills in one federals came out to meet them and
in the heart of Juarez
week. Nine true bills were returned exchanged shots
resident section.
The federals redepartment has been ordered and will
Satur17
on
Of
and
Saturday.
Friday
be here in a fortnight. It
turned to their quarters, leaving two
day's 17, 13 are against S. M. Owens, dead or wounded in the street.
the hose to a fire at the rate of
Rush for Juarez Jail.
miles an Hour if necessary and will charging the issue of worthless
A
El Paso, Texas, May 8. The mesdoubtless prove of great value in com-- I checks in as many different cases. Dr.
was
bill
true
yesterday
against
senger bearing a white flag from
batting conflagrations that may break C. L. Parsons,
charging the practice
out here or in the suburbs.
camp was shot from his horse
of medicine without certificate. An- as he neared the
This is the season that most women begin to think of
fighters, and the in- Mammy's Ghost. See it at the Elks other
Vv'hite
with
Oscar
the
charges
s;;rrectos then made a rush in the di-- j
tonight. It happens at 8 o'clock.
of
cattle.
lection of the Juarez jail.
touchingup "and redecorating the house. A change here
The Weather The range in tenj larceny
is
Freshman
The
Good
Program.'
El
Paso.
Many Bullets in
perature yesterday was from 51 to freshmen of the local
or there does much toward making things look like new.
high school renEl Paso, May 8 The firing was re71 degrees and the average relative
dered an elaborate program last Fri- newed for a few minutes at 1:45
At this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
humidity for the day was 63 per cent. day afternoon. These
exer- o'clock and several houses in El Paso
There was a trace of rain. Yesterday cises which are under theliterary
at prices you can afford to pay. We have paints, varnishes,
supervision were struck. One woman sitting on always
was a partly cloudy day with thunder1
of Miss Dysart have thus far provedj! a porch had a close call, a bullet passstains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
oils,
storms and several sprinkles of rain, a
great success. Following is the pro- - ed
the window, less than a this line.
The temperature Saturday
ranged jgram: Piano solo, Bernard Spitz; An footthrough
away. Bullets struck many buildPlease feel perfectly free to come in and look around
from 47 to 70 degrees and the aver- Original Story, Haensel Pflueger; Vio- ings in the residence section.
was
iH"iv uuuuuiLy
whether vou Durchase anything or not.
lin solo, Consuelo Bergere: Recitation,
j
Several Americans Killed.
cent- deco- Helen AVinter; Dialogue: The Compet- El Paso, May 8.At 2:15 o'clock it
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior
Five Hundred Cars of Fruit Ne ir-- jn? Railroads Elmer Friday, Edward was
on
that
several
us.
reported
persons
recommended
sold
is
and
by
rating
ly 500 cars of fruit or 240,000 bushels, Cartwright, Robert Willison, Dillman the Amerieai side of
IjIIILI
the line near the
;'
valued at a million dollars, is the es-- KiiiBell.
Come in and look over the new Alabastine wall and
U. S, customs house had been killed.
timate made of the yield expected in! Rattlesnakes in Plenty The St.
Truce Bearer Shot Down.
ceiling designs.
the Roswell district of the Pecos val- - Vrain Journal reports that rattle-leEl Paso, May 8. The truce bearer
this season; by far the largest snakes are unusually early and
of the insurrectos was shot from his
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co,
in the history of the district, and tiful in Curry county.
horse apparently by insurrectos who
one tnat win set a new record tor sueFrom Clo- - wished to continue the fight. The in
Editor Mabry. Has
cusstul truit growing in the south-- . vis come the gladsome tiding that a surrectos repulsed a small band of
wst.
son has been born unto Editor Thorn- - federals who sallied from Juarez, The
Recent Arrival "May" Armijo. the as Jewett Mabry. the nroeressive fpilsral mines nmler tho n.inho hr,0
Wholesale and Retail
first born of her kind in Santa Fe, so Democratic editor of the Clovis Jour- - on the outskirts of Juarez were blown
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Fresh Vegetables

-

'

of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
OUR BAKERY

first class

Everything

6

!

I

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of

for 25 cents

bread

f

I
j

Phone

No.

i

F. Andrews

4.

Phone No.4.

.

;

V

The Giving of Gifts

I
It

I

A HAPPY CUSTOM

;ij

SALLY

MORE UN1VER- -

EACH

OBSERVED

YEAR

Anglo-Chines-

PARTICULARLY
11

SUITED

FOR THE

OCCASION

'

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-yjol- d
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoise for chainsfjrooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JJf?? PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.

1

WORTHY

BEST

FRIENDS

SPITZ.

S.

r

YOUR

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

..

BuyJwr&eccratuig

will-spee- d

.

i

oKuppim
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ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?

i,I

I

!

If not try 6 pairs Holeproof for
MEN and WOMEN
guaranteed for six months .
Mil

J
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1
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THE BIG STORE
ifi

1

A Name Can't Make

Donl Pay For a Name
There's Nothing In It

A Woman's Shoe Fit

P

t
t'

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,

with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fit any more
feet than if it were only known by the
;
good old English word of "Shoe."
that don't-- f it- Many women buy Shoes
.
for the sake of wearing a Shoe with a
A Shoe

f Iega"e:

m.t

fancy name.

,

,

and sty,e a woman 030
"
.
,
and sha

v
'

et
:

-

?,dth, we say:
every woman's
Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.
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NATHAN SALMON.
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